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The Easter lknly Is coming this weekend. 
In Newmarket 
Bunnies kept hopping at Easter 
1 Bv Barbara Scott 
Pefor was nowhere to be seen. 
He wasn't among all the rab-
bits of colors and shapes, as 
· varied as Easter eggs, living in 
cages stacked upon cages in the 
little green clapboard building at 2 
Elm Drive in Newmarket. 
Rabbits of many breeds, raised 
. for showing purposes, sat quietly 
in their cages looking like beauti-
ful variations on Beatrix Potter 
rabbits. Large ones slept soundly 
in their hutches, noses twitching. 
An extra large reddish colored 
rabbit sat waiting to have a litter 
of baby rabbits. A greyish black 
rabbit slept on the floor near the 
huge wood heater. And baby bun-
nies tumbled like grey and white 
cottonballs in another cage near 
a window. 
The rabbits belong to Marcel 
Blanchette, manager of the Lam-
prey Plumbing and Heating 
coll!pany in Newmarket. 
Friday March 24, 1978 
Blanchette, who looks like a 
bespectacled Santa Claus and 
talks no less kindly, said that he 
successfully shows his rabbits . 
He won first place in the United 
States and Canada for his Belgian 
Hares. 
"They're the only rabbit that 
can be called a hare," he said, 
pulling a large reddish rabbit 
from its cage, t}len placing it on 
top of the hutch. He holds it firm-
ly by !)oth ears. It straightened 
up on its extra long fore and hind 
legs. It had taken its trained 
"show stance." 
Hares have longer legs and 
ears than rabbits . 
Showing rabbits is a popular 
pastime. A total of 9,219 rabbits of 
all breeds were shown at the New 
England Rabbit and Cavy Show 
. Circuit Sweepstakes in 1977, he 
said. 
On April 30, an all-breed rabbit 
show will be held at the Deerfield 
Fair Grounds in New Hampshire, 
Blanchette said. 
According to Blanchette, there 
are over 30 different breeds of 
rabbits in the United States 
alone: And considering that they 
can breed as much as five times a 
year, producing from four to 14 
young in each litter, that 's a stag-· 
gering amount of carrots down 
rabbit hatches each year. 
Rabbits do love carrots, though 
the carrot connoisseurs tend to be 
the more mature bunnies. 
They also love hay, but feeding 
them lettuce can be disastrous. 
"Lettuce is the worst thing you 
can feed a rabbit," warned Blan-
chette. "Lettuce gives them 
terrible diarrhea.'' 
Blanchette advocates keeping 
rabbits as pets, stating that he 
does have some rabbits for sale. 
"If you keep your rabbits 
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0 Durham, N..H. 
New retirement age of 70 
will exclude all professors 
By Paul Keegan 
A bill passed yesterday by the 
U.S. Senate, which would extend 
the mandatory retirement age 
from 65 to 70 except for Univer-
sity professors , was called 
"clearly discriminatory" yester-
day by Faculty Caucus Chairman 
Robert Sir1pson. 
The bill passed the U.S. House 
of Representative .. Tuesday and 
is expected to be signed by 
President Jimmy Carter within 
the required ten Jeg1&1auve <lays. 
Simpson said the bill is 
discriminatory because it would 
apply to all other Uniyersity em-
ployees immediately, but would 
, 
not apply to professors untii July 
1, 1982. 
He said the caucus may consid-
er a resolution passed last 
Thursclay by the UNH chapter of 
the Am,·rican Association of Uni-
versity f'rofessors (AAUP) 
which af ks for a moratorium on 
mandatory retirement for at 
least one year and urges the cau-
cus and UNH administration to 
review the faculty retirement 
policy. 
Siinp:,on :,aid ho did not know 
whether or not the caucus would 
discuss the AAUP resolution at 




An adviser to the Reverend Sun Myung Moon accused a 
House investigating committee and The New York Times Wed-
nesday of trying to destroy Moon's Unification Church. 
Members of Moon's Church, referred to as Moonies, have 
been recruiting students at UNH since the fall. They hope to 
establish an office in Durham this summer, according to Charles 
Wheeler, director of the Unification Church in New Hampshire. 
According to The New York Times, Pak Bo Hi, a close associate 
of Moon, told the House Subcommittee on International Relations 
that " the pattern of investigation has been irresponsible and 
damaging so as to hurt and abuse many innocent people.' ' 
Last week the Times printed an article reporting that the 
Central Intelligence Agency, according to documents released 
I by the subcommittee, had received information that the Unifica-tion Church had been founded by a director of the Korean 
i Central Intelligence Agency in 1961. 
: The aide was·attempting to refute allegations connecting the 
· Unification Church with the South Korean government, which the 
, House subcommittee is now investigating for alleged attempts to 
: influence American policy. 
"On March 15, you nailed Rev. Moon's name and the Unifica-
1 tion Church to the cross," Pak said. "You crucified us. But 
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INSIDE 
Seabrook 
The Seabrook nuke cool-
ing system is in the news 
again. For details, see 
page 3. 
If the caucus approves the 
resolution, Simpson said, it would 
be forwarded to President 
Eugene Mills , who would have 
two months to either pass it on to 
the board of trustees or send it 
back to the caucus with sugges-
tions for revision. 
" I'm not able to say now what 
will happen," said Mills . " I have 
acknowledged receipt of the reso-
lution. We will be having discus-
sions with the administration 
board about m"nd,.tory 
retirement and the Personnel 
Commission of the Board of 
Trustees will meet with the 
Faculty Welfare Committee 
soon." 
Mills said he did not know when 
these discussions would take 
place. 
"I don't think the bill was in- -
tended to be discriminatory," 
said Mills. "I think it was 
proposed to recognize the dif-
ference in the unique relationship 
of tenure.'' 
Karl Diller, president of the 
UNH chapter of the AAUP, said 
he didn't know how many profes-
sors will be forced to retire under 
the present rules but said "I un-
· derstand it's a small number." 
One forced-to-retire professor 
is 65-year-old Richard Dewey, a 
sociology _professor , who said he 
will go to court if necessary to 
keep his job. 
"It (the bill) is so unconstitu-
tional and out of line, " said 
Dewey. "They're isolating one 
occupation. Now administrators 
will not have to retire , but 
tenured facul~ will. " 
Dewey said he saw three 
reasons why the bill excluded 
University professors. "One is, 
they say they must make way for 
young people with new ideas, 
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John Connally visited Durham last night. 
John Connally woos 
Republican leaders 
By Jayne Sears of his intentions to run for the 
ln what appeared to be an at- R';public~n nomination: . . 
tempt to win statewide support I won t make a dec1s1on until 
former Texas governor and U .S.1 the end of this year or early next 
Treasury Secretary John Con- year," said Connally at a press 
nally attacked the nation's conference held before the dm-
Democratic leadership while ner. 
praising local Republican leaders " If I do decide tn run I will not 
last night. be interested , ,r unintert>~trd , ,n 
Connally was the guest speaker basis of who else 1s runnmg. It 
at the Republican party 's annual will be a personal evaluation of 
Lincoln Day dinner which was the situation and then I will 
held at the New England Center decide if I will run ," said Con-
in Durham for some 350 nally . 
Republicans. . Following the press conferen-
W hile other potential Connally spoke with Manchester 
presidential aspirants have Union Leader publisher William 
begun to flock to New ttampshire Loeb who last fall lambasted the 
for its first-in-the-nation former governor after a c; .. n .. r-
primary, Connally denied rumors · CONNALLY, page 14 
Dance Lacrosse 
The UNH Dance lbeater 
Company will be perfor-
ming for its final time 
tomorrow night. For a, 
review of the show, see 
paga10. 
The UNH man's lacrosse 
team gets its season un-
derway next week when 
it travels to Hofstra. Sae 
the preview on page 16. 
PAGE TWO 
News Briefs-
Kent State trial 
The Supreme Court cleared the way for a new trial in 
a $46 million lawsuit against Ohio officials over the deaths 
of four Kent State University students during a 1970 anti-war 
demonstration, according to Associated Press. 
The Court, this week, let stand a ruling by the 6th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals that the civil rights damage suit 
must be heard again because a juror had been threatened 
during the 1975 trial. 
On May 4, 1970, Ohio National Guard troops killed four 
students and wounded nine others in a 13 second outburst 
of gunfire. 
Court bans flag lowering 
The U.S. District Court ruled Wednesday to stop Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson from lowering the flags on the state build-
ings to half-staff on Good Friday to commemorate the death 
of Christ. 
Such action bv Thomson violates the constitution's provisions 
for the separation of the powers of church and state, according 
to Associated Press. 
U.S. District Court Judge Walter Jay Skinner ruled that 
flags could be lowered to half-staff if Thomson's declara~ion 
to · memorialize the death of Christ on the cross on the first 
Good Friday" is withdrawn and another issued "in a ·secular 
context." · 
The ruling came after five New }iampshire clergymen 
challenged Thomson's plans to lower the flag, as he has for the 
past two years. Judge Skinner ordered_ Thomson to publicly 
withdraw a declaration he issued earlier this week, in which 
he said he would lower the flags. He said the withdrawal 
must take place at a news conference. 
Massage crackdown planned 
A crackdown on New Hampshire's growing massage parlor 
business has stepped up dramatically in the New Hampshire 
Legislature, the courts and several towns, according to a Boston 
Globe story. 
Salem voters passed an ordinance at their town meeting last 
Saturday to ban massage parlors from that town. The Salem ac-
tion camo throo d:,y" :>ftor policp r~inpn m~ssaep parlors in 
Derry, Salem and Seabrook, and arrested three Seabrook 
masseuses on charges of prostitution. 
The three parlors raided are part of a chain of five operated in 
the Granite State by Massachusetts liquor distributor Daniel 
Turco of Billerica. 
A suit filed against Turco by Rockingham County Attorney 
Carlton Eldridge will be heard April 7 in Rockingham County 
Superior Court. 
Suicide rate high in New England 
The traits which made the stubborn Yankees of Northern New 
England the subject of folklore and admiration are the same 
characteristics leading them to the highest suicide rate in the 
nation, according to New Hampshire health experts. 
The experts say the slow-melting snows of early spring are 
again bringing suicides in the region to a peak, according to an 
Associated Press story. 
In 1977, the nation's estimated suicide rate was about 12.5 
deaths per 100,000 people. In Vermont, the rate was 21.4; in New 
Hampshire 19.3; and in Maine 17.6, according to the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare. No other region has so high a 
rate . 
Bargaining agent at Keene 
Keene State College Education Association has been cer-
tified as the collective bargaining agent for full-time academic 
faculty, librarians, and department chairpersons at Keene State 
College by the New Hampshire Public Employee Labor Relations 
Board. . · 
The PELRB says foe University System Board of Trustees 
will "negotiate collectively with the Keene State College Educa-
tion Association and enter into a written agreement with the 
association" covering terms and conditions•·M employment 
and the administration of grievances, according to order signed 
by Chairman Edward Haseltine. 
With certification of the collective bargaining agent, negoti-
ations can begin on matters of faculty promotion, tenure and 
leave. 
Comme_ncement is planned 
The Universit:y has announced its spring commencement 
ceremony to be held on Sunday, May 14, in Cowell Stadium at 2 
p.m. Candidates for associate, bachelor, m::!sters and doctors 
degrees and the certificate of advanced graduate study have been 
invited to attend. 
The outdoor commencement is open to the general public, 
unless inclement weather forces the ceremony to move inside the 
Field House. Admission to the inside ceremony will be by ticket 
only. 
Candidates for the Associate in Applied Science degree in the 
Thompson School will reC'eive their degrees on Sunday, May 2, in 
the Granite State Room of the MUB at 2 p.m. Admission is by 
ticket only. 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sunny skies for 
today with high temperatures in the low 40s. The skies will be 
clear tonight with lows near 20 degrees. . 
The forecast for tomorrow calls for sunny skies again, with 
temperatures reaching the mid-40s. 





Durham's Care Pharmacy is now selling the controversial 
do-it-yourself early pregnancy testing kits to UNH students 
according to owner of the Care Pharmacy chain Frank Cassidy. ' 
Earlier this semester, Care Pharmacy was not allowing stu-
dents to purchase the, EPT In-home Pregnancy Test kits upon 
the advice of Hood House gynecologist Dr. Grotton Stevenson. 
"Hood House told us about the problems with the test and 
we took that into consideration," said Cassidy. 
"It is our policy to sell the kits to them (UNH students) 
after advising them of the uses and problems with the kit " 
said Cassidy. ' 
"We try to advise anyone of that age group," said Cassidy. 
"For us, it (selling the EPT kits to students) is a nqn-issue. 
We've only had about three students come in for them in six 
months. After we advised them on the kits, all of them decided 
to go to a physician. We don't consider that any big deal," 
said Cassidy. 
Assistant to the Director of Health Services at Hood House, 
David Regan, said it is not the policy of Hood House to restrict 
the sale of EPT kits to anyone. 
"Right now, Dr. Stevenson and two members of the Health 
S_ervices committee are working on an educational article on 
t_he J-:PT kits which should be available soon," said Regan. 
Hot break£ asts will be · served 
only at Huddleston Dining Hall 
By Barbara Walsh 
In an effort to cut costs next 
semester, Huddleston Dining Hall 
will be the only dining hall serving· 
a hot breakfast. 
Stillings and Philbrook will be 
serving a cold breakfast. Accord-
ing to Ingeborg Lock, director 
of dining hall services, the cold 
breakfast will be nutritionally 
equal to the hot breakfast. 
The bE..sic reason for only one 
dining mill serving a hot break-
fast is to reduce the staff at 
Philbrook· and Stillings in order 
to save on expenses. 
"We are going into the third 
year with the same board rate 
and everything else has gone up 
so we must manage the budget 
with thrift," states Lock. 
The majority of students are 
upset with the inconvenience of 
having to walk to Huddleston for 
a hot breakfast. 
Junior art major Nancy Fogg, 
who lives in the mini-dorms, said, 
"When you get up and you're 
all tired you feel like a hot 
breakfast. But, you don't feel like 
trucking all the way to Huddle-
ston." 
•·•fi'·s an inconvenience. The 
reason I took the meal plan was 
for convenience," said graduate 
student Richard Kelly. 
Many students feel the cold 
breakfast will not be worth getting 
up for. 
Jackie Horn, a freshman art 
major, said, "I have a hard 
enough time dragging myself up 
to Philbrook. But it's not worth 
getting up for a doughnut.'' 
"It's going to be a real pain 
walking half-a-mile to breakfast. 
If Philbrook is open they should 
be having hot breakfasts," said 
freshman Judy Padiewski who 
lives in the Mini Dorms. 
t 
SeH aervic:e in the Dining Halls 
"Everybody should have a hot 
breakfast," said Kurt Rudzinski. 
"It's the best meal of the day, 
it gets you cooking." 
Huddleston is currently not 
open for breakfast. 
"I think it's decent, I won't 
have to hoof it all the way over 
to Philbrook before my 8 a.m. 
classes," said Donna Mallon, a 
botany major who lives in 
Randall. 
Costs are also being cut in all 
dining halls by having self-service 
Greek night restored 
By Debby Gaul 
Fraternities and sororities will 
be allowed to sponsor a Greek 
Night at the MUB Pub this 
semester if they submit, and 
receive approval for the Greek 
Night's activity, according to 
MUB Pub Manager Richard 
Kane. 
Interfraternity Council member 
Peter Lane said the Greeks were 
aemea use of the Pub last 
semester, presumaby because of 
activity which occurred at a 
Greek Night talent show stated in 
the Pub last spring. 
"The Greeks had a talent show 
with competition between houses. 
Pledges from Acacia showed up 
with raincoats and umbrellas. 
singing 'Singinl! in the Rain.' The 
pledges flashed · their raincoats 
with very little on underneath, so 
last fall the Pub Board of 
Directors was hesitant to let us 
use the Pub again," Lane said. 
According to Assistant Director 
of Student Activities Jeffrey 
Onore, "Acacia's skit in various 
stages of undress was irrespon-
sible. I could picture a photo of 
the skit of the front page of a 
newspapey< I thought such a 
photo would ~ave the potential to 
close the Pub." 
Onore, who last semester ad-
vised the Pub Activities Commit-
tee which serves under the Pub 
B<,>i!,rd of Directors, said, "Some 
individuals in the Pub that night 
thought the skit was in poor 
taste." 
Kane said the Greeks weren't 
denied usage of the Pub due to 
last spring's talent show, but 
rather because they did not 
present the Pub Activities Com-
mittee with a "solid proposal." 
Any UNH organization which 
uses the Pub must first get 
permission from the Entertain-
ment Committee, Kane said. 
"Last fall we told the Greek 
Council we'd like tO--See them use 
the Pub. Of course_Jhey'd have 
to assume responsibility for 
whatever event they were spon-
soring. The Greek Council never 
presented us with a good, specific 
plan for any activity. We wanted 
a preview of what would go on so 
we could avoid any commotion . " 
"A lot of people took exception 
to what went on during that talent 
show. There was a lot of 
vege4ibles, which went into effect 
March 13. The self service elimin-
ates workers, which reduces 
salary cost, said Lock. 
According to Lock, 43 percent 
of the board charge is spent on 
food. The other costs which must 
be taken from the board costs 
are salaries, supplies, repairs, 
renovations, University sur-
charges and repa_yment ot tne 
DINING HALLS, page 7 
• ID MUB 
glassware broKen, ana some of 
the Pub staff was verbally 
abused. I've seen nights when 
the Pub is rowdy, but that was the 
first time employees said they 
wouldn't work if there was 
another Greek night," Kane said. 
Lane, who is a Sigma Beta 
brother, said the Greek Council 
was told last semester that if they 
had a Greek night, it couldn't be 
competitive, and they'd have to 
be held responsible for everyone 
and everything that happened at 
the Pub. "We were willing to 
take responsibility for Greeks, 
but not for every student who 
decided to attenrl." 
Kane said he never made the 
stipulation that the Greeks be 
held responsible for everyone, 
just that "they be held responsi-
ble in arranging another Greek 
night, and making sure it 
wouldn't get out of hand." 
Kane said holding the Greeks 
responsible for everyone is like 
holding Rick Bean responsible if 
a guy cuts in on a girl who is 
dancing with her boyfriend. 
Lane said it bothered him that 
MUB PUB, page 5 
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By Mark Stevens 
The University of New Hamp-
shire's Division of Physical Plant 
Operations and Maintenance will 
spend $3,800 to purchase and 
plant 50 to 60 trees.on the Durham 
. campus over the next three months, 
according to the Universify's 
Landscape architect George 
Pellettieri. 
Orders will be sent out to 
various nurseries around New 
England within the next two 
. weei{S, said Pellettieri. "We will 
By Jane Gibson somewhat so the honors list 
Some faculty and ad- would not be so incredibly long," 
ministrators disagree with the said Chairperson of the 
Academic Standards Commit- Academic Standards Committee 
tee's decision to recommending Dan Smith. 
fewer high grades be awarded to According to Smith, grade in-
students. flation is "a national 
OvPr thP. n:>«t four vears almost phenomenon" and is not unique 
one-half of the UNH' senior class I to FNH. 
has graduated with a grade point "We were looking for faculty 
average of 3.0 or better. As a consensus or agreement on 
result of this grade inflation, the grades." hP said. "There are too 
Academic Standards Committee I many A's and B's at present. " He 
recommended last week that said too many student expect to 
fewer students receive grades of receive high grades , "The 
A and B and more should receive problem is that if things keep 
C's. going up and up, grades become 
If the recommendation passes meaningless." 
" grade levels would drop_ According to Smith, the com-
be trying to order the trees in "' 
cooperation with various 
academic departments for 
teaching purposes as well as 
aesthetics." 
The money, according to 
Pellettieri, will be from two dif- . 
ferent sources. Four thousand will 
be taken from the $15,000 appro-
priated to the Division of PPO&M 
for tree care by the University's 
Repair and Renovat10n Commit-
tee ... 
The remaining $1,800 was 
donated to the Division of 
PPO&M by Sigma Nu Fraternity 
through the fraternity,.s Save Our 
Trees fund drive. , 
The fund drive, according to 
its coordinator Dennis Laplante, 
was organized by last semester 's 
pledges and carried out by the 
whole fraternity as a pledge 
project. "We're very happy, con-
sidering that our initial goal was 
$1,000," said Laplante. 
According to Laplante, 80 to 90 
percent of the $1,800 raised by 
Sigma Nu came from students 
and student organizations. The 
remaining 10 to 20 percent from 
faculty, staff and business 
donations. 
"The Mini-Dorms gave the 
largest percentage to the Sigma 
Nu fund drive on the basis of 
people per area," said Laplante. 
. These trees - being trirl•1wl, but PPO&M and Sigma Nu 
se planning to restore UNH'a tree-born beauty. 
"We are going to work something 
out there with planting a tree in 
commemoration of the dorrris~ef-
. forts in supporting the program. 
We'll also put ·up some kind of 
plaque. 
According to Pellettieri three 
factors will be considered when 
selecting the trees: academic 
n~d, the tree's resistance to 
disease and insects, and whether 
or not it is native to New Hamp-
. shire. "We will be planting a 
wide variety of shade arid or-
namental trees," said Pellettieri. 
According to Pellettieri, crab 
apples, flowering cherries, 
magnolia, hickories, sugar maple 
and other new maple cultivars, 
oaks and ash are some of the 
specific kinds of trees that will be 
planted. · 
"Generally we're staying away 
from evergreens," said Pellet-
tieri. "We lose a fair number of 
evergreens to vandalism. People 
cut them for Christmas trees. 
"That's not to say that we won't 
. plant evergreen trees," he said. 
"It means that in this particular 
order, getting large shade and 
ornamental trees is a higher 
priority." 
"It costs $75 to $100 to purchase 
and plant one tree," said Pellet-
tieri. "The service department is 
supplying its own manpower to 
olant the trees." 
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·UNH senior aids kidney dialysis 
By Mary Foley stream through a fluid. leak could be narmtul 11 not fatal 
Roger Marquis, a UNH senior The tall and dark Marquis to the patient. 
from Hooksett, has enhanced the thoughtfully recalls the most "The work experience will stay 
safe treatment of kidney dialysis difficult part of his project was with him a long time," said Sam 
patients in Nashua. learning what the equipment Miller, a clinical engineer at the 
Working with the Clinical En- does, how it works and why it Kingsbury Hall center. Working 
gineering Center staff at UNH on works. as Marquis' advisor on the pro-
a project for his major in the In Nashua, Marquis said, ject, Miller said he was pleased 
Bachelor in Engineering pro- "Patients come in one, two, or with the results. 
gram (BET) Marquis has <level- three times a week." He added, The work Marquis did at 
oped an organized program for "Generally, if the equipment is Nashua. Memorial is typical of 
the complex electronic dialysis not operating correctly, it could the service that the clinical en-
machine at the Nashua Memorial remove the wrong substances in gineering center provides for 
Hospital. Nashua's machine is the patients' blood, or introduce students. 
one of only a few such dialysis undesirable substances. According to Mill~r. Marquis 
units in the state. Throughout an Another danger is the possibil- turned in a 25 page report on 
eight week period, Marquis ity of the artificial kidney "everything you need to know on 
studied dialysis and the machines rupturing during a dialysis pro- how to care for dialysis equip-
in Nashua, generally spending cedure creating a blood leak. ment." Miller added, "I'm en-
20 hours a week on his BET There is an electronic device couraging him to change some 
senior project. which checks for blood leaks in of the beginning of his report 
A dialysis machine imitates the the system. It's· important that so he can publish it in a national 
action of the human kidney by this device is ~orking pr?peny medical journal." 
filtering out wastes in the blood- for early detection, _?t_ht:rw1se the _ MARQUIS, page 13 
mittee does not advocate scaling 
down grades. 
"We are simply saying that 
there should be more Cs. There 
are too many As and Bs. A C is 
no longer a grade that indicates 
competancy," he said. 
A grade of C is now considered 
as poor as a D once was, said 
Smith. · 
"The problem is to reverse the 
process, so C is a more accep-
table grade, " he said. 
Statistics say stmlP.nts are get-
ting higher grades than they used 
to. According to assistant 
registrar Cathy Pope, since the 
academic year 1973-74, 47-49 per-
cent of the graduating class ,have 
graduated with a grade point of 
3.0 or better. 
In 1971-72 34 percent had grades 
of 3.0 or better, in 1970-71 27 per-
cent and in 1965-66 21.1 percent, 
saidPooe. 
Af•cording tu Director of Ad-
missions Eugene Savage, there 
are a number of possible reasons 
for the rise in student grades . 
"Students now in college seem to 
be more highly motivated as a 
group toward their academic 
pursuits," he said. 
"There are also more students 
thinking about graduate school, 
so they might be working harder 
GRADES, Page 4 
Seabrook hearing 
to reopen June 5 
By Rosalie H. Davis 
Hearings on the quality of 
proposed cooling tunnels for the 
Seabrook Nuclear power plant 
will be reopened June 5, ac-
cording to ~nvironmental Pro-
tection Agency Administrator 
Douglas Costle. 
The cooling system was not 
approved in a Nov. 1976 En-
vironmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) decision because the 
Public Service Company (PSC), 
the utility building the plant, had 
not provided enough information 
on its effects on marine life, 
, according to Students Against 
Nuclear Energy member Dave 
Hills. 
After an appeal by the PSC 
and a review by the EPA that 
reversed the original decision, 
two New Hampshire environ-
mental groups appealed the pro-
cedure of the review. 
Robert Backus, a lawyer for 
the Seacoast Anti-Pollution 
League and the New Hampshire 
Audobon Society, said his clients 
had not been allowed to intervene 
in the hearing review, which 
approved the tunnels . 
"We weren't able to cross-
examine that decision either," 
said PSC's McKinney. "We were 
surprised at the decision to reopen 
the hearings." 
Lewis said there had been no 
public participation in the process 
approving the tunnels. 
The two groups are supposed 
to intervene in EPA proceedings 
to present the concerns of New 
Hampshire environmentalists, 
Backus said. 
"They are concerned about the 
quality of life and the mainten-
ance of the environment in the 
Seabrook salt marshes, which 
would be affected by the cooling 
system," he said. 
"The water discharged from 
the cooling tur::1els is 39 degrees 
warmer than when it goes in," 
SEABROOK, page 14 
Dormitory mattresses 
Illight he hazardous 
By Sue Hertz 
Mattresses in UNH dormitory 
rooms may be hazardous, accor-
ding to fire prevention officer Lt. 
Donald Bliss of the Durham-UNH 
Fire Dept. 
"The mattresses are made of 
polyurethane, a plastic foam 
rubber material," said Bliss. 
Polyurethane was considered 
flame retardent but recent tests 
show under fire conditions the 
material will break down and 
give off carbon monoxide, 
hydrogen chloride, a great deal of 
thick black smoke and other toxic 
gases." 
Bliss said as a result of prison 
fires in various parts of the coun-
try, testing methods of the fire 
retardence of polyurethane are 
not valid. 
The investigation into the 
degree of fire retardency of dorm 
mattresses is the result of a mat-
tress and bedding fire in Stoke 
Hall last week. Mattress and 
bedding materials caught fire fro 
a baseboard heater, causing mi-
nor smoke damage to several 
rooms. The fire was under con-
trol within minutes. 
"The bed was too close to the 
heater," said Bliss. "The fire 
department has sent memos out 
FIRE, page6 
Roger Marquis 
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PAGE FOUR 
In~ 
~bed i:Jandic bird who 
bas the answer 
to all those~ 
airfares to Europe. 
The bird \ 'OU se e here is knmrn 
as a Puffin. A small. thoughtful 
resident of k e land. OnL' of the 
firs t things rnung Puffins 
learn lo do is fl\' kdandic. 
Be1,.>inning April l IY78. 
kdandic \\ill fl\· , ITT\' rnuth 
(Puffin or j)l'rsori) be i \\'l't'n 
12-23 n ears old roundtrip 
from Ne\,. York to Luxem-
bourg for just $400. $4:JO 
from Chicago. l{l'turn 
tickets an • g<Kld for 





Ice landic than just 
low fares . 
You'll get a great 
·. dinner and e xcel-
le nt senice on 
your trip. And 
kdandit· \\ill set 
you dmrn right in 
the midcDe of 
Eurn!)t'. where 
you'll be just hours 
awav bv train from 
Eurojx:;; most 
famous landmarks. 
So take a lra\'e l tip 
from ln·land's farnrit e 
bird. Learn to fl\· k d mdic. 
Se t· your tra\·d ag,:nt. Or writ e 
· · s,f llept~ #~'JS2.kdandic Air~n~·s._l~_D. 
, Box Hb . \\es t Hempstead.:-.:) lbc>2 . 
. .- Call 80(!-;j;;;',-1212 tor toll-frt·e 
$275 
rnundtrip 1-t--tS d;iy APEX fare from N. Y. * 
$400 
roundtrip youth fare. Good to ;ige 2:t 
lce1andic to Europe. 
•s~:l from Chtc.t~o. T1d;.l'1 ::. musl ht· n ·sc:rn·d -15 da)·s prior tu dt·panurt" and 
paid fc,r ~,thm M days ,,t rt·S(•n ·;atum . .-\dd $1 :i t'<H"h w;iy f,,r lran·l ,,n ,n ... ~kt'nds. 
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Grade inflation debate arises · 
GRADES 
continued from page 3 
for better grades," he said. 
Savage said there has been an 
inflation of secondary school 
grades in the past few years. "We 
feel bv-in-lare:e students entering 
the University are better prepare 
tnan they were formerly." 
There are more students in col-
lege now who are here because 
' they want to be, said Savage. 
"Being here because you want to 
be m:ilrP.s a difference in your 
academic performance," 
A few years ago there were 
many students attending UNH to 
avoid the draft or because their 
parents wanted them to be, he 
said. " Now, it is more acceptable 
for students to take a year off af-
ter high school. " 
According to Savage there are 
more students on campus now 
who have not come directly from . 
high school. There are more older . 
students and more independent 
students (students on their own, 
paying or financing . their own 
way). 
"I feel the issue of grade in-
flation is a false issue and tends 
to focus interest away from the 
real problem which is how one 
establishes grading standards," 
said Lance Canon, associate pro-
fessor of psychology. 
"Just the fact that grades are 
going up doesn't tell anything," 
he said. 
According to Canon grade in-
flation ·could mean : faculty are 
lowering standards, instructors 
.are becoming more effective, or 
students are becoming better 
learners. " I don't know if this is 
the case, but grade inflation in it-
self doesn't tell you anything," 
According to Richard 
Balomenos, professor of math 
STUDENTS! 
-Did you know part of your tu ition paid for a Legal Service Program 
employing three lawyers? 
-Did you know their contract is up fo r renewal? 
-Now is the time to ask for & get the Legal Service Program you ~ ant! 
On Monday, March 27, at 12:00 in 
the Commuter Lounge the 
Legal Services Committee will hold an 
OPEN FORUM 
- to evaluate the services provided by the Student Lawyers 
- to offer suggestions to be added to the Legal Service Program 
-air complaints and gripes 
-to answer all questions about the Legal Service Program 
and 
-to di~tribute information on how to sublet your apartment for the 
summer 
Come to the Commuter Lounge 
on Monday, March 27, at 12:00 and 
get the Legal Service Program you 
really want! 
Sponsored by the Legal Services Committee 
education, one of the problems is 
a conflict of grading systems. 
One system, normal referenced 
grading, applies a stand curve to 
grading and implies that there 
must be only a few As, mostly Cs 
and some Fs, he said. 
The other system, criteria 
referenced grading, sets up goals 
and if the student attains those 
goals he earns the corresponding 
grade, said Balomenos. 
"We feel as a staff Jhat fresh-
men are entering with a stronger 
secondary program and as a 
result are better able to handle 
, the challenges handed to them by 
the faculty," said Savage. 
The Standards Committee 's 
recommendation might 
eliminate conducting a class on 
the mastery learning basis, said 
. Canon. 
Mastery lP.arnirnt according to 
Balomenos, is where the student 
has available to him many 
hours _ of review, tutoring, help 
with homework, detailed ex-
planation of test grading, 
remedial tutoring and the 
possibility of taking exams over 
until he has mastered a skill. This 
allows the student to take the 
course at his own pace, he said. 
"Tf we e:et e:reater achievement 
. then we have reached our goal," 
he said. Mastery learning 1s 
achievement "associated with 
time spent on the subject." 
"If a student has earned an A, 
if he deserves an A, I think he 
should get it whether the curve 
says I can give out that many As 
or not,'' said Balomenos. 
Another aspect to be con-
sidered, according to Canon, is in 
upper level courses within a 
student's major the professor is 
dealing with a special group of 
students and would expect 
overall higher grades. "This 
resolution, in effect, says that 
this can't be so," he said. 
At another level, what this 
statement suggests is that the 
major function of the University 
is to rank order students rather 
than educate them," said Canon. 
Enhance your civilian career 
as an officer in the Army Re-
serves or the Army National 
Guard. 
You'll get extra income, im-
mediate management experi-
ence and community 
involvement. 
How? Through Army ROTC 
leadership and management 
training. To reserve your life 
• college CAll: 
(Your telephone number here) 
ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR PROIRAI. 
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Greek night returns in MUB 
MUBPUB 
continued from page z 
the Greeks were "led around in 
circles for a month" last sempc;.. 
ter before being told they couldn't 
use the Pub. Lane said the 
purpose of a Greek ni$ht is to get 
the houses together m a social 
atmosphere open to all students, 
so students not in fraternities or 
sororities can see how the house:, 
function. 
Lane said, "The Pub Committee 
told us they were afraid of what 
might happen ... afraid of inter-
house chugging contests. We said 
we'd discourage chugging, but 
the Committee said they didn't 
want to chance it." 
Lane said 0nore was supposed 
to assist the Greeks through the 
"maze" to get permission, since 
he's coordinator of student activi-
ties and "should help bring-off 
events." The Pub Board asked us 
questions worded in such a way 
that any response would have 
been negative. Jeff 0nore was on 
their side." 
Sigma Beta brother Steve Lopil-
ato, who serves on the Mub Board 
of Directors, and an Acacia 
brother who wishes to remain 




r Now,-when you order 4 same-
size Kodak color reprints from 
your favorite Kodacolor nega-
tives, you'll only pay for 3. 
You'll be getting a fourth one 
FREE! Come in and ask us for 
full details. This special offer 




ain St. Durha 
868-9661 
last semester 0nore made a 
comment, "Dorms, Student Ac-
tivity Tax funded organizations, 
and Greek_s-Greeks are question-
able-may use the Pub facility for 
their own functions." 
0nore denies making that state-
ment. "Their original approach 
last semester was to me that's 
why I'm perceived as the person 
responsible for prohibiting the 
Greeks to use the Pub. But it was 
the Pub Board of Directors ·who -- .. 
actually made the tmal decision 
to can the Greeks' proposal. The 
. Activities Committeedassed the 
' proposal to the Boar of Direc-
tors ... the Committee felt the 
decision was too weighty to 
handle after last spring's com-
motion. 
· "I don't think the Greeks should 
ha".'~- been put off so long in 
waitmg for an answer to their 
MUB PUB, page 7 
''Here ~re a few of my 
things for Spring'' 
HIKING SHORTS 
They have pockets on their pock-
ets, two back pockets, six pockets 
in all , and they have sturdy belt 
loops. 
I wear them for hiking but you 
can wear them for anything you 
want. They're made with an easy-
to-care-for cotton/ polyester fab-
ric. We have them for GUYS 
& GALS, and they're in slate, 
green,khaki for $14 . 
Also Available in corduroys $16.50 
The 60/40 
Mountain Parka 
This is the original 60/ 40 
that has been copied by many . 
Designed for the mountains 
worn in the canyons of 
Manhattan. This parka is 
tough ... wind proof, brush 
tough, snow shedding, wa-
ter repellent. With easy 






Colors: Navy, green · 
slate, tan. Adult siz-
es: extra small to ex-
tra large. $52.50 
50 Main St. 
CHINO PANTS 
Good old-fashioned 
chinos for those who 
don't want zippers 
and bulging pockets 
all over the place. 
Made of easy-to-care-
for cotton/ polyester. 
Waist sizes 30 to 40. 
Specify inseam, cuffed 
or uncuffed. Natural, 





FRIDAY, March 24 
IBSO PRESENTATION: "Changes in the Egg Cortex at Fer-
tilization in Sea Urchins," Dr. David Burgess, Dartmouth 
College. Room 19, Spaulding Life Sciences Center, 12 noon. 
THE BELLE OF AMHERST: A one-woman show based on 
the life of Emily Dickinson. Hennessy Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 7 p.m. Sponsored by the UNH 
Theater Department. 
MUB PUB: Spud City, 8 p.m. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT JUNIOR RECITAL: Cathy Buf-
fum, saxophone, and Lila Mori, clarinet. Bratton Room, 
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY: An array of Jazz, 
Ballet and Modern Dance works: "The Colorations of 
Energ~," by Jean Bro~n; "Four Seasons," by Judy Roberts; 
and "Biz Pieces," Jean Mattox. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
UNH students / senior citizens / military $3; general ad-
mission $3.50. 
SATURDAY, March 25 
MUB PUB: Spud City, 8 p.m. 
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY: An array of Jazz, 
Ballet, and Modern Dance works: "The Colorations of 
Energy," by Jean Brown; "Four Seasons," by Judy Roberts; 
and "Biz Pieces, " by Jean Mattox. Johnson Theater, 8 p .m. 
UNH students / senior citizens/ military $3 ; general ad-
mission $3.50. 
SUNDAY, March 26 
.UNH SYMPONY: Alan Grishman will conduct the UNH 
Symphony in Beethoven's Coriolanus Overture, the Men-
delssohn Violin Concerto with soloist Eric Pritchard, and 
Bizet's Symphony in C. Johnson Theater, 7 p.m. 
PROJECTIONS: The Man Who Fell to Earth," staring 
David Bowie. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 
p.m. Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film Pass. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m. 
MONl)A Y, March 27 
OPEN FORUM FOR LEGAL SERVICES: Opportunity for 
students to voice complaints, ask questions, and volunteer 
suggestions for services they would like incorporated into 
the Legal Services programs provided by students lawyers. 
Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 12 noon. Sponsored 
by the Legal Services Committee. 
AN EVENING OF SPANISH MUSIC: Performance and 
1>ing-c:1long in Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 
7:30 p.m. Admission 50 cents . 
SANE .PRESENTATION: Film "More Nuclear Power 
Stations." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 and 9 
· p.m. Donations accepted. 
POETRY / FICTION READING: By Rosellen Brown. Forum 
Room, Library, 8 p.m. Sponsored by UNH Writers Series. ----... . 
TUESDAY, March 28 
PLANT SALE: Low prices on high quality plants. Carroll-
Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Through 
Thursday, March 30. Sponsored by Student Activities. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Romanticism in the Visual Ar-
David Andrew. the Arts. Richards Audito rium , 
Murkland Hall, 11 a.m. 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT AL SEMINAR - MOBAY 
LECTURE SERIES: "Reactions of Organosulfur Compounds 
Involving Electron-Rich Bonds to 3-,4-,5- and 6-coordinate 
sulfur, " James C. Martin, Professor of Chemistry, Univer-
sity of Illinois . Room L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 am.-12 noon . 
ART TALK: James Krenov, cabinetmaker from Sweden, 
will speak on the art of cabinetmaking. Room A218, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 12:30-2 p.m. 
NHOC WHITE-WATER NIGHT: Movies "Wild Water" 
and K"Uncalculated Risk; " slide show with Tony Proia, 
Mike Badger, and a representative from Hurka Kayak 
Company. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 
7-9 p.m. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed 
semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are 
located in the Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824 . 
Business office Rm. 108. Business hours Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 
p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines for ads for 
Tuesday's publication, Friday at 2 p.m. and Friday's publication, 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second Class 
postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 
10,500 at Castle Publication, Plaistow, N .H. 
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• notices Rabbits at Easter 
' RABBITS which Blanchette said came in 
tan, black, chocolate, and even · 
lilac . All have distinctive 
markings on their heads which 
are judged according to the per-
fection of the shape of the 
triangle. 
GENERAL 
llEETING TO ORGANIZE REf'OGNITTON OF SUN 
i)AY : Sun Day (May 3. 1978) is an international event 
,•plebrating our ultimate energy source and promoting 
ts feasibility as an answer to our current energy 
demands. Organizational meeting will be hl'ld Monday, 
·11.irch 27. Commuter Lounge. Memorial Union, at 3 
p.m . Faculty and students welcome. Sponsored by the 
l~nvironmental mini dorm. 
ACADEMIC 
\PPLIC'ATIONS FOR CHANGE OF MAJOR into Whit-
1l'more School will not be accepted April4 through April 
~, due to preregistration. Please submit an application 
prior to or after the April 4-21 period. Sponsored by 
WSBE peer advisors . 
(3mpus 
Gpy ~~~~~!!:! 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
CONCERNl!.D GAYS : Meeting, Monday, March 27, 
Hillsborough Room, Memorial Onion, 8 p.m . We can be 
reached through our mailbox in the Student Activifies 
Office, Memorial Union. 
CLUB SPORTS 
TRAP AND SKEET: Club shoot, Sunday, March 26. 
Please meet in front of the memorial Union at 1 :30 p.m. 
INTRAMURALS 
WOMEN 'S MINI SOCCER: Roster due Monday, March 
27, Senate Room, Memorial Union, at 6 p.m. Games will 
be played Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Lacrosse 
Field, from 6-9 p.m. Double elimination tournament. In-




continued from page 3 
to all students in Stoke to move 
their beds away from heaters." 
continued from page 1 
healthy, there's nQ problem," 
said Blanchette. "But rabbits do 
tend to get colds all the time if 
you're not careful. Especially if 
you're showing them. They're 
exposed to a lot of disease at 
shows and can easily catch 
pneumonia and die." 
Blanchette feels that rabbits 
make excellent pets because they 
can be house trained, are easy to 
take care of, and are extremely 
· affectionate. 
According to Blanchette, some 
rabbits, including the California 
breed, are raised for their meat. 
Blanchette had a few of the white 
rabbits with brown ears in a 
cage. 
In another_ cage sat rabbits 
The inost unusual rabbit was a 
huge "French Lop" which looked 
like a miniature sheepdog com-
plete with the grey and white 
markings, shaggy coat, and huge 
pendulous ears which hung down 
to the ground instead of standing 
up. 
Rabbits which came closest to 
the stereotyped rabbit we see at 
Eastertime were the Dutch rab-
bits which were white with grey 
markings on their ears and 
backs. 
But there were no pure white 
rabbits . There was no P.eter. 
Moonies deny charges 
MOONIES 
continued from page 1 
even Jesus did not have to deal with The New York Times." 
Complete ~esume Service 
Graduate Theses & Dissertations 
According to Director of 
Residential Life David Bianco, 
the University is looking into fin-
ding alternate mattresses to the 
polyurethane. 
Pak also told the committee that the Korean government · 
could not afford to employ Moon's services, "even if they 
wanted to." 
Charles Wheeler said yesterday that he had "no idea" how 
the charges will &ffect his recruiting efforts . 
"There has been no investigation of the Unification Church," 
Wheeler pointed out. "Ready Made Copy-Same .Day ~ -m '' " The problem is the 
"Korean is a dirty word these days," Moon 's aide told 
the House committee. "To be a Moonie in this country is 
very unpopular." 
noldesign 
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. 
polyurethane mattresses are fire 
retardent enough but not smoke 
retardent enough," Bianco said. 
: . 
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You can experience the same quality 
dining in an elegant country setting . 
Route 4 out Portland Ave. just across 
Dover line in Rollinsford. 
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continued from page 5 
proposal. If I had been the person 
responsible for a decision, it 
would have been yes or no in one 
week." 
Lopilato said the decision took 
so long because he tried to 
convince Kane and MUB Direc-
tor J. Greg Sanborn that the 
Greeks should be given another 
chance. 
Kane said letters were sent 
earlier this week to student 
organizations stating he'd like 
them to use the Pub. "Last 
semester the Greeks didn't have 
a good plan to implement. I'd 
love to see them get something 
going now, without the baloney 
that has gone on in the past. They 
don't need flashing to accomplish 
what the Greeks want-to work 
for Greek unity on campus." 
\\' c Cl\i oy what . 






Thurs eve till 8 ' 
PHONE 868-7051 
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Dining costs cut 
DINING HALLS 
continued from page 2 
dining halls' principal and inter-
est. -
"If we can reduce nonfood ex-
penses, we can put more of the 
budget into the food,'' said Lock. 
Many students feel the self-
service vegetables causes lines 
and hassles. 
"If UNH would teach a course 
in decision making, it would be 
fine but students are too indeci-
sive about which vegetable they 
want," stated sophomore Scott 
Men e. 
"I think they should have the 
vegetables some place else. 
There's nothing WOl'Se than 
getting behind some vegie fan-
atics," said freshman Tim Tear. 
Other students. enjoy serving 
themselves. Junior Sarah Gurney, 
a social service major said, "I 
like it because you can get as 
much as you want but it does 
slow the line down." 
Another content student said, 
"It's good. You can drain your 
spinach better." 
A New Dimension inCinema Luxury 
FOUR EXCITING THEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF! 
• MATINEES DAil Yi • 
FINAL WEEK 
CINE 1·2·3·4 
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200 
PAGE SEVEN 
Copiers that give 
more service than they get. 
£ . 
~" ~ . , 
We carry the full line 
of reliable Savin copiers. 
There's one to fit the 
needs of any office. 
Authorized 
KEMCO OFFICE PRODUCTS 
151 Congress St. 
Portsmouth 
Sales .• Service • Supplies 
Congratulations! 
Now what? 
You can work 9 to 5 for th~ man. or you can work lullttme !or man~1nd 
The PEACE CORPS and VISTA offer you a real alternative thal could be the most 
rewarding experience of your life 
In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your skills and tra1n1ng are needed You 
can llve in a new land. speak a new laf'guage. and be adopted by a new people 
VISTA offers you the opportunity to help people right here In 1hIs counlry 
wheth9r it's 1n ttie troubled ghetto. the mountains of Appalachia. or 1n your own 
comn<un1ty. 
If you want to do something really important. consider the PEACE CORPS or 
VISTA . . because you CAN make all the d1llerence In the world 
Interested students are invited to stop by the PEACE CORPS 
and VISTA information booth in the MUB on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday, March 28, 29 and 30th from 9 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. PEACE CORPS and VISTA recruiters will be con• 
ducting personal interviews with seniors and grad students 
on these same days in the placement office. 
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR FUTURE ; 
WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THAT DIPLf"JMA 
Seniors and grad students should sign up tor 1nterv1ews in the Placement Office 
THE SHARING OF 
MANY CUL TURES 
AT 
U.N.H. 
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE is now 
accepting applications for 
American men & women for Sept. '78 
co:-- ·1.\( 1 
,\nn D ,-,hnun 
lntnn.11i1,n.tl ~1udc111 .\d\·1,11r 
I luddk,ton I Lil l 
\\.11,· Rnhil\;11 d 
Rc,1dt· n11al I ik CH11~·t· 
~tnk,· II.il l 
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editorial----
Retirement bill should include professors 
Robert Simpson, chairman of UNH s Faculty 
Caucus, is right when he says a U.S. Senate bill , 
excluding University professors from the new 
mandatory retirement age of 70 is discrillP 
inatory. Its a situation that must be changed. 
minorities. By forcing the predominantly white 
work force of professors out of work at 65, 
these ratios would become equal more quickly. 
now. , 
There are some professors who shouldn t 
be teaching at the age of 70. But there are 
some professors who shouldn't be teaching at 
age of 40. The numbers always seeJ!l to even 
out, in every profession and in every age 
bracket. 
The third, and perhaps most outrageous reason 
deals with the system.\ "Thats the way it 
always is '' is · the tenet which rules the sit+ 
uation. Professors have always followed the sys-: 
tern, and now they.te going to have to pay for 
it. -
The New Hampshire supports any action 
to change the situation and we sincerely hope 
the UNH Faculty Caucus will discuss the prob-
lem at next weeks meeting. 
Apparently, there are three reasons why the 
government action excludes University profes--
sors. The first deals with the glutted job mar, 
ket. By keeping the retirement age for 
professors at 65, more younger teachers will 
have a chance at landing a better set of jobs. 
This is a case of reverse discrimination · 
against the older professors. Now, they, 
are being forced into the role of victim to 
satisfy the needs of a quickening society. 
It is estimated that it willtake at least 
five years before the professors realize the right 
to the higher retirement age. That.s five years 
too long. Professors should be given the same 
rights and privileges as members of any other 
profession. 
The second reason deals with Affirmative 
Action guidelines, which call for equal diS'"' 
ribution of employment among men, women and 
Simpson could not say whether the situation 
will be discussed at the Caucus meeting next 
week. There should be no question. The prob, 
lem is a sensitive one, and it affects many 
people who are teaching at the University right 
That isn.t the way it is right now, but its 
the way it should be in the near future. Every. 
one, including the Faculty Caucus can, and 
should, do his part. 
letters 
Legal 
To The Editor: 
On Monday, March 27 at 12 noon in 
the Commuter Lounge of the MUB, the 
Legal Service Committee will hold an 
Open Forum on the Legal Services 
Program currently offered to the un-
dergraduate student body. 
The mandatory SAT tax, paid by 
every · undergraduate student, 
generates tuncts wn1cn are usea oy 
S!'.ldent Government to employ the 
law firm of Barrett and McNeil!. 
Presently this three-attorney firm of-
fers: 
-free legal advice; 
-representation in court for a variety 
of civil cases ; 
-annulment of records of criminal 
convictions; 
-review and drafting of leases and 
subleases; 
-obtaining the return of damage 
deposits ; 
-a ppeara nee in court to secure a 
student's release from jail without 
having to pay cash bail; and 
-representation for consumer suits. 
The student lawyers' contract is up 
for renewal. The Legal Services Com-
mittee needs the students' help in 
evaluating the existing services and 
developing a Legai .Serv[c(' Program 
that would better serve the needs of 
the student community. 
"F'or this reason, we are holding an 
Open Forum on Legal Services. This 
will be an opportunity for concerned 
students to air their complaints, ask 
questions, and volunteer suggestions 
they would like to see incorporated in-
to the contract. 
Come to the Open Forum, Monday, 
March 27 at 12 noon in the Commuter 
Lounge of the Memorial Union and get 
the Legal Services Program you really 
want to have. 
Roz Barber 
V.P. for Student Services 
:the 
Goffe 
To the Editor: 
Recently I read in an issue of this 
newpaper that Professor Lewis Goffe 
of the English Department is, in his 
words, being " forced to retire" next 
year. Never has the current Univer-
sity retirement policy been so demon-
strably unfair as in the summary 
rlismiss:i 1 of this excellent educator. 
Not only will the University be 
needlessly losing a popular and well-
respected teacher, but students of 
English will be denied the opportunity 
to samP.le over 31 years of teaching 
experience--experience that has given 
this man credentials virtually unmat-
ched in his department. 
It was my privilege to be a student 
of Lewis Goffe's for two years, and 
during that time I came to appreciate 
his great abilities and his dedication. 
Goffe is the mainstay of the English 
Education major" the last person in 
the department 'who knows how to 
teach teachers, and who cares enough 
to bother. If not for his classroom fun-
damentals courses, the burden of 
educating yo1rng English teachers 
would rest solely' with· the ectucat10ii 
department, for there is not a single 
other methods course offered 
anywhere for students in this field. 
Thanks to Goffe the English Ed. 
Mafor can still get decent instruction 
in basics like curriculum planning, 
grammar, designing lesson plans--all 
necessary skill largely overlooked in 
the jungle of theory courses favored by 
the education department. I know of 
recent graduates who silently bless 
Lou Goffe every time they use one of 
his lessons in classrooms of their own. 
ije_m...Qre tha!l ~'!YQne else is responsible 
for seeing lo it that the English Ed. 
students are as well-prepared as 
possible, and his insistence on main-
taining his methods program helps 
alleviate the scarcity of similar 
programs elsewhere. 
However, the teaching majors are 
not the only students profiting from 
Goffe's tuition. His grammar course 
has become a campus legend; 
although ·never one of his more 
brilliant pupils, I will always remem-
ber the delightful techniques he em-
ployed in class to make such a 
seemingly unpalatable subject .a 
pleasure. 
Goffe has cornered the market in 
courses that no one else wants to 
teach, and now his presentations in-
clude facts and memorabilia ac-
cumulated over three decades. He is a 
pack-rat for odd bits of information, 
articles and pictures from magazines, 
long defunct journals, and God-knows 
what newspaper someone else might 
use to line their trash can. He can 
make the humblest Dole pinapple ad 
sing the praises of the· present par-
ticiple. 
And now, just when this fine has 
aged perfectly, we are told to dump it 
down the sink. Because of a 
ridiculously discriminatory 
retirement policy, Goffe is being for-
ced from his place in front of the class. 
How the faculty, administrators and 
trustees of the University can support 
such a wasteful and probably uncon-
stitutional measure is beyond the 
scope of reason. We are faced with a 
great loss if Goffe goes--the loss~f aii 
old-fashioned educator, a gentleman 
and a scholar whose talents at 
teaching have gone unacclaimed for 
too long. 
Lauren T. Letellier 
P.S. Professor Goffe, if you read this , 
please excuse my mistakes in gram-
mar. They are no relection on you, but 
rather are the result of the fact that I 
never did finish that chapter on 
irregular constructions. 
Reading 
To The Editor: 
I would like to thank Ann Eastman 
for covering the graduate student 
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Forum Room last week. lt was grati-
fying to see such an event reviewed in 
The New Hampshire . 
As a member of the English Depart-
ment's Writers Series Committee, I 
would like to note that this was the 
eighth in a year long program of 
readings. Five more events are sche-
duled for this semester: Rosell en 
Brown, fiction writer , March 27; 
Susan Wheeler and Mary Peterson 
Strater, fiction writers, April 3; Joyce 
Pesseroff and Jane Kenyon, poets, 
April 10; Richard Marek, puclisher, 
April 24; and Vivian Gornick, journa-
list, April '1:7. 
I would also like to note that the first 
reader at the graduate students event 
was Liz Kirschner, who read her very 
fine poetry and was regrettable omit-
ted from the article, and the student 
who read "Chocolates for My Sister" 
is name Wendy Einhorn. 
Thank you again for supporting the 
graduate writing program by your at-
tention and thoughtful coverage. 
Marilyn Johnson 
Letter 
To the Editor: 
This is an open letter to Keene State 
College President Leo F. Redfern con-
cerning Governor Meldrim Thomson's 
objection to a federally funded KSC in-
sect study in the Maine woods ... 
Dear Dr. Redfern: 
For once our esteemed Governor is 
right. There are plenty of insects to 
study right here in New Hampshire, 
and your researchers could start in 
Concord with an intensive analysis of 
the species idiota gubernatoribus. 




To the Editor: 
For the past eight days, there has 
been a shower running on the fourth 
floor of Stoke. The control was broken 
sometime early Monday morning, 
March 13, and the shower would not 
turn off. It was running at full force, 
about one gallon of hot water per 
minute. The R.A. and I made at least 
half a dozen calls to the Service Dept. 
and a few more to the work office in a 
futile effort to get it fixed. We were 
usually told that there would be 
someone there to fix it the next mor-
ning. No one ever showed up, and with 
another call, we would learn that the 
Service Dept. was busy and that they 
would get to it as soon as possible. I 
guess that meant as soon as they felt 
like it, because no one showed up. 
After eight days of this, on Tuesday, 
March 21, in desperation, I made a call 
to the Ombudsman. Half an hour later, 
a repairman came and fixed the 
shower. 
l teel that the Service Dept. was 
highly negligent in this matter. The 
least they could have done was to shut 
it off if they couldn't fix it right away. 
It was a waste of money to let 12,000 
gallons drain away unnecessarily, not 
to mention the cost to heat the water. I 
feel that something should be done to 
correct this , so that in the future, 
repairs are done promptly and money 
is not wasted for no reason while the 
Service Dept. takes their sweet time. 
I would also like to express my sin-
cere thariks to the Ombudsman for 





To the Editor: 
The Career Planning and Placement 
Center on campus is certainly more 
than worth the space it occupies. Lo-
cated on the second floor of Huddleston 
Hall, the center offers a multitude 
of services concerning ones future upon 
graduation. 
As a graduating senior,. I have been 
pleased with the wealth of employer 
information, the ~n-campus interview 
program, the counseling services, and 
the courtesy and aid of all the people 
who make up the Career Planning 
and Placement Center. 
They certainly deserve more appre-
ciation than they are often given credit 
for. So, if you're concerned about what 
you will be doing or where you're 
headecfafter UNH, sfop by and make 
use of a facility that has both your 
future and welfare in mind. 
Joe Reilly 
Congreve Rm. 113 
2-1969 
Snow 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take the advent of 
warm weather as an opportunity to 
congratulate whoever was responsible 
for the removal of snow this winter. As 
daughter of a radical conservationist 
who was chairman of a watchdog 
commission on snow and ice removal 
in my home town, I have learned to 
watch such things. The University 
used elbow grease and sand where less 
ecologically minded people would 
have used salt. I was very proud. 
Then they had to ruin 1:liis reputation 
by throwing practically all the salt they 
had saved, or so it seemed, on a small 
area of ice under the railroad bridge by 
the fire station. This single event' 
destroyed the good impression they 
had nurtured in me. 
It's a lucky thing I hadn't sent a let-
ter of commendation earlier because 
then I would have had to follow it with 
another--of condemnation. 
A job well done--almost. Did thP 
elbow grease wear off? 
Cynthia C. Jones 
Newmarket 
A oout ·letter• 
1he New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and 
prints -them as.space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any 
letter_ 
All letters must be typed, double spa.._e.. ,md a maximum of 500 -..,ords in 
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions 
on letters are the editor's. · 
Mail letters to: The-Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial 
Union Building, liNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
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The New Hampshire 
The New Hampshire is now accepting applications for 1978-79 positions 
If you're interested in journalism, anything from writing to production 
to· layout come work with us. 
We offer a stimulating atmosphere and a real learning experience. 
The new staff will take over with our April 11 issue. 













Applications are available in room 151 of the MUB. 
·, No entry fee, no prizes -This is just 
an exhibition 
Please submit portfolios only 
(minimum 5 or 6 prints) 
to MUSO office, Rm. 148 MUB 
Entry deadline is April 3rd 
The show will be April 11 &12 
So get busy people, gather up your 
best efforts 
This is an excellent opportunity 
to show your work! 
Questions? See Bill in MUSO office 
or call 862-1485 
POU.sette.:-Dart 
Richie Furay Band 
Roger MCGuinn 





86.50 general and at door 
Tickets on sale next week 
MUB ticket office. M-F 10-4 
862-2900 
General Meeting, WED., MAR. 29 
Commuter Lounge 6: 30 p. m. 
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UNH dancers perform less than energetically 
Bv Matt Vita 
·Reviewing a UNH production 
always poses interesting prob-
lems to the reviewer, the most 
pressing being the question of 
what kind of standards he should 
apply when considering a per-
formance put on by students. 
Wednesday afternoon's dress 
rehearsal by the UNH Dance 
Theater Company was no differ-
ent. On professional grounds, the 
dancing was a disaster. ~s an 
educational exercise by students 
( both those on the stage and those 
watching in the audience), I'm 
sure it was a valuable one. 
The show was divided into two 
different dance forms: the first 
half had two modern pieces, 
while the second half was a 
collage of jazz, or "showbiz," 
numbers. 
The most interesting modern 
piece was titled "The Colorations 
of Energy." It was choreographed 
by dance director Jean Brown, 
and interestingly, the music was 
composed by a UNH professor 
as well, Mark De Voto. 
It was intended to portray var-
ious states of energy such as 
explosive, dynamic, undulating 
and soft, and their relationships 
with certain colors. The ten 
dancers each wore a different 
color, but the varying energies 
were often difficult to determine. 
lt Wa:, colorful , however, and 
when one of the dancers ct1ct 
succeed in expressing a certaln 
type of energy, the eftect was 
quite good. The lighting was 
effective in the piece as well. 
The opening modern number, 
divided into four parts each 
representing one of the seasons, 
was where the dancers ran into 
some problems. In "Fall," thP. 
five women twirled about the 
stage like falling leaves in the 
air. Many of their leaps did not 
go too high, and they landed very 
hard and often clumsily. The 
effect was not that of leaves 
being tossed about by the wind. 
Dance is expression through 
body and movement. Too often 
during this part of the program, 
the dancers were speaking more 
through use of stage props than 
their bodies. In "Winter," for 
example, the effect might have 
been lost had the dancers not 
worn silver boots and tossed 
about a white furry cap. Some 
of the dancers should remember 
that they are dancing and not 
acting. 
The best segment was 
"Spring." On the whole, the seven 
women at least looked like dan-
cers and their grace helped 
convey a spring-like atmosphere. 
It was also the most traditional 
dance piece in the show. The 
dancers wore shoes, though toe-
less. 
The jazz segment of the show 
followed the evolution of that 
dance form from early minstrel 
acts in the 1840's, to the vaudeville 
of the 1930's through the present 
and "A Chorus Line." 
A vaudeville piece called 
--oaudn' Man" w:is done to the 
score of the musical "Pippin•· . 
It was performed by John 
DuBuclet and dance instructor 
Jean Brown, and resembled the · 
television ad for "Pippin" which 
appeared over New York stations 
Horses of course, 
hut finches are fun 
By Laura Locke 
Passing by the picture window 
of the Orchard Drive Home, one 
might suspect that Alfred Hitch-
cock's thriller, The Birds, is 
being refilmed. As dozens of fin-
ches perch, chirp, and swallow 
worms in the glass aviary below, 
author Neale Haley sits in her 
studio loft, writing her second 
children's book. 
While living in a studio among 
the treetops may seem unusual, 
writing is nothing new to Mrs. 
l{aley who has had eight books 
published since 1970. 
Mrs . Haley, whose first seven 
books are mainly horse stories 
and technical riding journals, be-
gan to write children's fiction a 
few years ago because she "likes 
kids . I grew up in my parents' 
summer camp for girls and I've 
liked children ever since," Mrs. 
Haley explained. 
The daughter of two authors, 
Haley has been writing for 19 · 
years. "The hardest book to have 
published is the first," Haley said 
of How to Teach Group · 
Riding, which took 13 years to 
sell to a publisher. 
Unlike many authors, Mrs .. 
Haley does not fear writing. "Re- 1 
writing, the amount one works at 
it, and the aQility to be a critic, 
are what count," she said. 
Mrs. Haley has also taught 
riding lessons for 25 years. Al-
though she has since stopped 
teaching and writing about horses 
because she .. can't stand it any-
more," traces of her interest in 
them are still evident, by the 
statues and antique merry-go-
round horse located in her Dur-
ham home. 
Mrs. Haley and her husband 
1 Russ, a marketing consultant and 
professor at the Whittemore 
School, designed their hexagonal 
home three years ago, she said. 
ln the living room's picture win-
dow, a large glass bird cage com-
monly referred to as a bird 
aviary, houses the Haley's 20 dif-
ferent species of Finches. 
According to Mrs. Haley, most 
of the birds are mated and sever-
al have raised babies. "I've learned 
so much about nature through 
the aviary," she said. 
The Haleys began collecting ; 
birds 15 years ago after a finch 
escaped from its cage and flew 
into their indoor garden. Finding 
the scene "decorative as well as 
interesting," the Haleys began to 
bird shop regularly. Their birds 
range in price from $3 a pair to $150 . 
a pair, she said. 
When the Haleys moved from 
Connecticut to Durham three 
years ago they decided to build 
an aviary because they are 
"healthier than cages and the 
The UNH Dance Theater Company here performs a group piece. (Jany Naples photo) 
when the play was on Broadway. 
Another segment of this part 
of the program was a more ballet-
like piece in which a young girl 
dreams she sees her dead father 
and the circus performers he 
once worked with. Jill Sanders 
as the girl gave perhaps the 
IJt::.i individu:i I performance of 
the show. 
She sls.irted about the stage like 
a young girl in awe of seeing 
her father whom she never knew. 
The disappointment of his leaving 
birds have more room to fly," 
Mrs. Haley said. She claimed 
that her husband, who calls the 
aviary an "aerial aquarium,. , 
does not enjoy the birds as much 
causes her to crumple to the floor I however, kicking their legs to 
I exclaiming, "I hate you." about knee level with all the 
The final part of the show again emotion of a group of performers 
oointed to some of the troupe's ' who were ready to go home. The 
shortcomings. They did two parts contrast with the music did not 
of the hit Broadway musical "A help much. 
Chorus Line," and those two parts Perhaps these were profession-
were two of the most high energy al standards that I just employed 
level bits uf the music:i l. ' in the review. Even as a school 
I Marvin Hamlisch's music is 
also fast and zippy. UNH's dan-
cers came across the stage, 
production, however, the show 
was not up to par to the UNH 
Dance Theater's past standards. 
Calendar 
as she does. F id M h 24 
"He isn't as wrapped up in them r ay, arc 
as I am," she explained, "but he UNH Dance Theater Company - Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. 
does think that they are a nice ad- Students/ Senior Citizens/Military $3. General Admis-
ditl_Q_n_to the ~ouse." sions $3 _50_ 
Mrs. Haley says that she has MUB Pub - Spud City. 8 p.m. 
learned not to be upset at the loss The Belle of Amherst - Hennessey Theater in Paul Arts. 
of a bird. "We lose them often 
enough so that I've put a barrier 8 p.m. A one-woman show based on the life of Emily 
up in my mind," she said quietly. Dickinson. 
"I don't get emotional anymore," 
she added. 
"We bought a White-headed Saturday, March 25 
nun in Florida and he became 
Russ's bird," she explained. "On _ UNH Dance Theater Company - Johnson Theater, 8 p .m. 
Students/ Senior Citizens/ Military $3. General Admis-
the trip back, the two talked to $ 
each other the whole time so we .sion, 3 .50. 
named him 'Backtalk.'" MUB Pub- Spud City, 8 p.m. 
The Haleys sell many of their 
birds to friends and local pet S d M h 26 
stores. According to Mrs . Haley, un ay, arc 
someone who wants to tame a · . h 11 E h · D ·cl 
finch and have it for a pet should I MUSO Film - The Man W o Fe to art , starrmg av1 
buy the bird within six to nine · 
days of its birth. "I love to see 
kids receive birds because they 
are so excited about them," she 
said. 
While an aviary seems like an 
interesting thing to own, it does 
have its disadvantages, Mrs. · 
Haley pointed out. "A lot of people 
think you 're crazy, " she laughed. 
Bowie. Strafford Room, MUB. Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Admission $ .75 . 
UNH Symphony - Alan Grishman will conduct the UNH 
Symphony in Beethoven's Coriolandus Overture, the 
Mendelssohn Violin Concerto with soloist Eric Pritchard, 
and Bizet's Symphony in C. Johnson Theater, 7 p.m. 
WUNH 91.3 F.M. - · Issues and Answers with Marc 
Strauss. Special taped interview with Hugh Gallen, 
democratic runner for governor. 12 noon until 3 p .m. 
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One-woman show i.s powerful · 
By Mike Kelly 
As "The Belle of Amherst" be-
gins Lauri Landry, the star of 
this one woman play, walks 
haltingly intp the center of the 
~rightly lit stage. She is dressed 
ma spotless white dress that is at 
once virginal and fanciful and 
she is bearing a tray of te~ and 
cake. 
She offers the cake to the 
~udi.e~ce and says blushingly, 
. This 1s my introduction. I baked · 
it myself." The blush fits Lan-
dry 's role well . She is playing the 
part of Emily Dickinson, poet and 
spinster, for whom blushes came 
as easily, and practically as of-
ten. as breathing. 
The play, an informal melange 
of poetry, philosophy, and recol-
lections, features Landry as 
Dickinson, in a meandering jour-
ney through her own life. She 
talks of her poetry, her loves.her 
birth and her death . In her ram-
blings, she holds forth on an ex-
traordinary range of topics. 
UNH SeniOr Latm Landry is Emily 
of Afflhel'Sl." I Larry Undquist photo) 
in "lhe Belle 
Neighbors and relatives , friends 
and almost lovers, and recipes 
for cakes and for happiness, are 
fondly . recalled. 
Landry does a beautiful job of it 
all. The role calls for her to swit-
often from pathos to humor, from 
painful memories to lightheaded 
chatter. Landry handles it 
without straining either the credi-
bility or the sympathy of her 
audience . 
She captures the spirit of 
Dickinson as we Know 1t through 
her poetry- sometimes ·droll, of-
,.ten fanciful, full of passion and 
pain, and perhaps a little bit 
chowderheaded. 
The play, written by William 
Luce, lags occasionally, but these 
moments ::irP to hP PYoected in 
one-pwfln-plays, unenli.v.ened as 
they are by any real action. 
In "The Belle of Amherst," 
they are relatively rare ; the 
script, blends humor, poetry, and 
emotion skillfully enough to keep 
the action lively. In this produc-
tion it has been edited to almost 
half of its original length which I 
find an improvement. 
The set suits the play ad-
mirably. Like Dickinson it is 
austere, plain, and shows a fine 
attention to detail. 
The lighting, designed by 
Debra Couturier, is strong and 
direct, setting off Landry 's white 
dress well. However, it is never 
noticeably dimmed, which seems 
a mistake. The low key ending, in 
particular, would be more effec-
tive with rl immPrl l iahti,,o 
Landry , a UNH senior 
majoring in drama, will offer one 
more performance as the belle of 
Amherst tomorrow. night at 7 
p.m. Admission is free , making 
this play the bargain event of the 
season. 
once was a group of long-There 
haired boys 
Brendan DuBois 
8telieve it or not, there was 
another English rock group i~ the 
Sixties that came fron: Liver-
pool became a world-wide suc-
ess' released hit albums, made 
~n American tour , produced 
movies, and then had a 
celebrated break-up. 
The group was not the Beatles, 
but the Rutles. 
But that 's what Eric Idle of 
Monty Python 's Flying Circus 
fame and NBC would like to ~ave 
us believe. On Wednesday mght, 
NBC's ' 'All You Ne~d Is Cash" 
was ain d, a dehghtful and 
humorous spoof on the Be'.1tles, 
the Sixties, and documentaries. 
The "documentary" traced the 
beginning of the Rutles from 
Liverpool, to Hamburg, and then 
to world-wide success. The 
Rutles became "a legend that 
will last a lunchtime.'' 
They traveled to America in 
the Sixties to give their 
celebrated concert at Che 
Stadium, named after the Cuban 
guerilla fighter Che Stadium. 
The "documentary" also 
showed the Rutles' famous con-
cert on the Ed Sullivan Show, and 
section of their movies: "Yellow 
Submarine Sandwich,'' ''Ouch!, ' ' 
and "Tragical History Tour." 
in tight panis who ... 
Idle, Halsey, Fataar and Innes form the imaginary Beatles 
look-alike band called The Rutles. 
cellently done. Interviews with 
Mick Jagger and Paul Simon lent 
an air of authenticity to the film . 
There . were also cameos by 
George Harrison ( a reporter l, 
Bianca Jagger and Saturday 
Night Live members Dan 
Ackroyd, Bill Murray, John 
Warner Bros. has just released 
an album of Rutles songs. 
The Rutles became 
Not only did Eric Idle create, 
write, and direct the film and 
play the part of Dirk McQuickly, 
but he also portrayed a David 
.Frost-type interviewer who 
managed to get his foot in his 
mouth constantly. Standing with 
mike' in hand near a First 
National Bank and severai other 
savings institutions, he smiled 
gamely and said, "Here we are, 
standing near the banks of the 
Mississippi ... " 
"a legend that will last a lunchtime." 
The film told how the late Six-
ties changed the Rutles, which 
caused the scandelous admission 
by Dirk McQuickly (a Paul Mc-
Cartney-type musician) that he 
was addicted to tea and biscuits. 
And as fate would have it the 
Rutles, like another Live~pool 
rock group, broke up. 
The fake documentary was ex-
Belushi, and Gilda Radner. 
The Rutles (Dirk McQuickly, 
Ron Nasty, Barry Wom, and Stig 
o·Hara) were played well by 
Eric Idle, Neal Innes, John 
Halsey, and Rikii Fataar respec-
tiv_ely. The music, written by 
Neal Innes, was both similar to 
the Beatles music, and also good 
music on its own merit. In fact, 
After the "documentary" was 
almost over, Mick Jagger 
seemed to sum everything up. 
When asked it he thought the 
Rutles would ever get back 
together again, he paused, 
grimaced, and then said, "I hope 
not." 
Many Beatles fans would 
probably agree with him . 
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onday March 27th 6:30 & 8:30 
Peter Fonda 
I 
Five Easy Pieces 
Tues. & Wed., March 28th & 29th6:30 &8:35 
l Clint Eastwood 
The Gauntlet 




I • • -
I 
I 
Allegro Non Trappo 








The Oar House of Portsmouth will be having 
Audition Night every Sunday. Any interested 
entertainers please contact Dick or Tony at 
436-4025. 
return t11 ... 
·1~as1l1lane~a 
Univei;sity of New Hampshire 
Hotel Students present 
Gourmet Dinner II - i 
Friday , March 31 & Saturday , April 1 
Granite Stat e Room, Memorial Union BLDG 
An unforgettable night of dining and dancing 
Featuring: 
Anatolian Soup 
- Brussel Sprouts Salad 
PetitJambon en Croute 




- -;/~·· Jf: • 
/• i 
Ii 
Fresh green Beans Sauteed wit.h Pine Nuts 
Charlotte Russe 
Entertainment starring: 
Jackie Callahan Trio 
And special guests 
Ticke~s: $12 per person 
Ii 




Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
or Call 862-2290 by Tuesday, March 28 
---~ 
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UNH Young Democrats and Student Government 
are sponsoring an informal coffe hour for 
any and all interested students, Wed. March 
29 from 11 a.m. - noon in the Merrimack Rm. 
at the MUB. N.H. Senator Thomas McIntyre 
will be in attendance. 
On Friday, March 31, N.H. Representative 
Norm D' Amours will be in the Hillsborough 
Rm. at the MUB for an informal coffee 
hour (11 a.m. - noon) and an informal lunch 
{noon-1 p.m.) 
MUSO 
Power, space, time and a visitor 
David Bowie in N1c9tas Roeg s film 
The man who fell to Earth 
Sunday March 26th 
MUB 
Shows: 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 75c 
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\ 11 1, ·•vE JUST REEN ARRESTED ... WHAT SHOULD YOU DO? 
T h,· ,tud,•nt legal services office suggests that you do the following: 
.:1 h, police, at the time of your arrest, should have reasonable grounds 
tor placing you under arrest. The State has the burden of proving you 
~uiltv; you do not have the burden of proving yourself innocent. 
AT THE TIME OF YOUR ARREST, IllE POUCE SHOULD GIVE YOU IllE "Miranda"· 
warning, so-called, which is in substance as follows: 
You have a right to remain silent. . 
You have a right to an attorney and if you are unable to afford an 
,1ttorney. one will be appointed for you at no expense to you. 
Any statements which you make shall and will be used against you. 
y ,,u have a right to make a telephone caH. . 
Y»u should exercise the rights guaranteed to you by the "Miranda" 
•1c . . ind make no statement to the oolice. 
4. lf the "Miranda" rights are not read, you still have the right to and 
!il,1:ld ·• take no statement. 
5. It you are charged with a misdemeanor, under most circumstances, you 
have a right under New Hampshire law to be released without paying cash 
to the bail commissioner. You may be required to pay a bail commissioner's 
fee of 54 to $6. The above type of bail is referred to as personal recognizance 
bail. 
6. If you are charged with a felony , you should immediately contact an 
attorney for his assistance in attempting to gain your release without the 
payment d. cash bail. . 
7. After your release, be sure to contact an attorney as soon as possible. 
Do not contact an attorney the day before your trial date or on the morning 
of your day in Court as it is unlikely that a competent attorney would 
be available upon such short notice. 
If you have any questions contact: 
Student Lawyer's 
70 Main Street 
Durham, N.H. 
868-5820 
Sponsored by _the Legal Services Committee 
Special through 
Sunday, April 2nd 







continues from page 3 
According to Pellettieri, plant-
ing will be done in areas where 
there are: , 
--Dead trees. "There are some 
areas where we've lost trees," 
said Pellettieri . "These areas 
·' need new trees." 
--Dying trees. "There are other 
areas where we know that we are 
going to be losing trees either 
from disease or old age at some 
point in the future," said Pellet-
tieri . "We want to put trees in 
these areas so they will be 
established when we have to 
remove the old ones." 
--Open • areas. According to 
Pellettieri, there are some areas 
that have no trees. 
Areas needing new trees are 
the Snively Arena side of 
Congreve, the academic ~ide ~f 
Main Street, the President s 
house, along Main Street from 
Hamilton Smith to HuddleSIOn 
Hall, along Colleg~ Road an~ 
miscellaneous locations such as 
near New Hampshire Hall and 
the Food Services Warehouse by 
the Rte. 4 overpass. . . the 
According to Pellettien,_ . 
planting will be done primarily !n 
May with some plantin~ in Ap~i~ 
"The students will defmitel~ ~e 
signs of tree pla~~ing_ dai~~:{. 
while they're here, sai 
tieri. 't ex· 
"I hope that people arened 11 
peeling to see trees ~~n~•wh!n 
over campus," he sai · 60 new 
you stop to think of 5~ toize you 
trees on a campus this fs them 
can see that it is easy or 
not to be noti~ed." . · up by 
'1People will notice thei and 
Kingsbury when they go X said 
there is a line of new tree~iiat are 
Pellettieri . "But the on~s between 
stuck in here and the~f be as 
aging m~Ies won 
-_, noticeable." 
classified ads 
cars for sale 
Reliable 1971 Mercury Montego: many new 
part s. High mileage a little rust and a few 
aenls. Always starts. doesn ·1 burn oil. 18 
!Jlpg. $400 _N~gotiabli,_sall llll8..:216Q_ .:)/1.8 
For sale: Going overseas need $$ 1972 VW 
Superbcetle. recently rebuilt engine. Zie-
b 1rted. 4 guaranteed Michelen raaial tires. 
.\.M-FM r~rlin well talren ,•arP nf ~nrl run!-. 
like a charm. $1700 Negotiable. Call t207)l' 
:mJ-5477 ev_eu11)fili. J/JJ. ___ _ _ · 
For sale: 1971 Volkswagen Squareback. 
Snow and summer tires included. Excellent 
reliable engine. Will need some body work. 
Call Karen at 862-2323 days and 332-9278 
even ines $fi00 4/4. 
i974AMCMatador 2 door 6 cylinder Ma nual 
Transmission. Power steering Rust-Proof 
49.000 Miles. Good Condition. $1.500. Call 
E. Clipperl 862-2133 days Evenings l-207-
'676-2657. 3/3 1. 
For - Sale:- 19iff Ford van Pick-up-:- 6 cyl. 
new trans. rebuilt susp. varnished plywood 
cap for bed. $600/ 1964 Ford/ Fisher-Alum . 
boay, 6 cvl. new trans. shock. 7:00 x 16 
Michelin radials, snow chains $800. Bass 
Cl60 IO-Speed. Alu frame. All aluminum 
machinery . New pirelli 28 x 1 1/4 inch tires. 
wnee1s recently oatanced SHIO. Call James 
742-32114/11 
l!J69 C'he-vy Wagon. Florida Car. New brakes 
New fronl shocks . Good tires. Air Cond. 
Great shape. Call 868-9898. Kevin Room 221, 
$400 or best offer. 
1973 VW super beetle. 1 owner and in ex-
cellent running condition. 4 new tires t2 snow l 
Call after 5 p.m. 659-3217. 3/28 
Subaru Wag. ·11 one owner.=---a-M°'°'i-ch,.._-=cR-ad~i~a~ls 
Good Mech. cond. Some rust. 35-40 MPG. 
~kdays 862-3201, weekends 465-2236. 4/7 
MBG. 1971, Needs work. Best offer over 
$950. Am selling NOW, H's dark reen with v~ny new parts. Call Marc a 868-7484. 
For Sale: 1970 SAAB 99E - new muffler 
and shocks. NO rust. Asking $1100. •Call 
868-7250. 4/ 4 · . 
GMC - Jimmy: 4x4,-locking hubs, 1973. 
54,000 miles. Excellent condition,!'ew equip. 
include clutch oressure plate. tires CN1ichelin 'X') 
shocks, battery, $3,800 negotiable. 724-7099 ... 
John atters:OU o.tn . 3i24. 
pre.paid ela11 ad form 
TO DAD Al JOU.Oft: .. _ _ _ 
- - . ---- _.._ ____ _ 
PLEAS£ PAINT 
FIJlST IN8SRTION: $1.00 ror 30 word1 or-. $.60 for tadl U __. ntr&. 
£ABII CQNb~UTIV .E tHSERTlON: 1-~ Muimim ........ et NM: 6. 
T..,atoM ,wmbeu aml dalH count astiM wont;~ won1a count• twe. 
Miauk.s oa our pdt mflit one lddltlottal nut. 
Amt. fflCl. : TO It.UN _ TDIIS. 
1968 C/levy Impala , 327 Automatic, excellent 
cond1t10n . One owner. New paint, only $650. 
See Rick Mills at WUNH Radio MUB· or 
call Berwick, Maine (207) 698-1673·. 3/24. ' 
1970 Galaxie 500. Automatic trans. Power 
Steering. Includes lraile,· hitch and snow 
llres. $350 or best offer. 742-0492. 3/31. . 
FOR SALE: 1971. Plymouth Valiant. Call to · 
see. Pnce Negotiable. Also: r·1sher step x-
counlry skis\ bindings and poles. New this 
year $75. Ca I Evenings and weekends 742-
7503 3/28 
VW for Sale. 1969 Beetle in Excellent running 
condition. 2 owners 72,000 original miles, 
regular maintenance. Many New Parts. 7 
mounted tires. Askiri_g $1075.00 Call evenings 
4~1-IWI . _ •. 
1970 OPEL KADETT WAGON. 83,000 mi 
Good Shape Starts well. 6 radials Incl. 2 
snows $650 or Best offer. Call Ian Campbell 
749-3494 after 6 p.m. 4/4 
1973 VW KOMBI va n, 80,000 miles, new 
radial snow tires, tape deck, carpeted, runs 
well ; $2500 or best offer. 742-9529 4/ 11 
VW Bus '70 body okay interior clean, good 
tires engine has burnt valve must see for 
yoursell$400.00 Three Rivers Farm, Peter 
7~2-5955 
1977 FIAT x-1/9 Forced lo sell my beautiful 
sports car. Like new. Rustproofed. 8,000 
miles. $4,100 or best offer. Lyndeborough 
654-9698. 3/28 
Need RELIABLE transportation? Air-
Conditioned Bonneville, Aufo, p.s., p.b., runs 
like a charm and looks good too! Well main-
tained 1966. Mist green with Vinyl top. Only 
$600. Call Jim!~<!72_363-5573. 4/14 
FOR SALE 1973 Dodge Van Tradesman B-
200, PS, PB, Ziebart. 'Excellent dependable 
vehicle. New baby must sell 2200 or best of-
fer 659-3466 3/28 
1971 Toyota Corona Deluxe Sedan, 4-door, 
good engine1 some rust , averages 23 mpg, 
AM-FM radio. You don't find lhese often. 
Best offer over $750. Call 659-3058 eves. 3/24 
MovingtoCaJiforni 
chair~ couch $20 e!· must seJ,. ov 
back chairs,. $12 eac~\ 9 matchint11tu11'<1 
DR chairs with needtp' .ureaus $25 Pr~ 
set; 9 x 12 gold woo] r1nt seats !?s.•rr~l I 
cream shag rug $35 ugs, $50 ea' Ii or lilt 
742-9529 4/11 ' ; Presto humid\· 9, 12 
~ i1er.~. 
acoustic Vintage o_n wide bod 
sound-very gooa co Jazz guitar YB •lec1r1c 
436-2987 New Caslle.1124$375.00 Ask •r~~1tru1 
JVC-S400 integr 1--,.__ Ed, 
receiver, 70 watts a ed AM / FM 
i-M ) 'i7uV sensiliv\t°; fi1~nel. 0 2,.,S~11i;o 
ton .. n perfect condition ge area n.-' 
t!1~.J.:1st $550, sacrifice t>sosn' Used only 7 :."'I' 
~5. Caren Rm. 231,_2.~i~\~lor Bar,Jy llltfd 
Waterbed for sale therm 868-970.1 
heater, upholstered he~1~'.ca1Jy COntroiltd 
frame , can be raised off fl •rel. hardwooct 
868-2666 ask for Jim . 3;28 oor $6., oo call 
Rossignol St. Comps with , 
Used twice. Grea1 spring ¥>555~. ll1ndinga 
best offer. Call 664-21 62 a,t eaJ at '2IIO or 
mess~ge for Tim. 417 er 6 P rn Leave 
Ten ms Racquet for sale c 4 51 . 
weight>. Very good condition 8 ~"-f· tned1urn 
Chnstmas ... $25-includes co . es runR over 
Wanted lo buy tor trade) ~er and pr 
!8 1 2) Kevin 307 Lord c2.n~6i5 hockey skat 
Honda 450 1970 twin Has or 8 9715. 3/31 
good cond. $450. Datsun 510~~ rt•bu11t In 
Needs work $300 c 1 0 4 dr Id 
evenings 4/7. · on act Hoss 6.111-2497 
For Sale: Women 's Down? k 
Nice and warm! $20 l,},nn"6:i~-•5('i"' med 
For Sale: Four month oun · · 192 3/28 
drive, 427 lurntable with Aud fJ;1llips, belt 
Mint condition Asking $90 b. 1 .1 · rartndae 
Call Pete in 107 at 868-9789u o:12'n1°11~T, 
Siamese Cat 8 mos. old. Free, shot~· ~II 
cry! affectionate Roommate is all · · , n I 
cal Steve at 659-2674 even. 3124 erg1<· 1 "-
Great Additions to slereo-syste·rn for 8 , 
Pioneer CT-F2121 ca_ssette deck, askirts/'A 
- · •- .. -· P10neer SX-450 receiver going for $l4tf ~h 
For Sate 1977 Ford F-150 ,,, ton Pickup in lop shape. Call Dale 868-9845 or 2.1509 417 
8 fool bed, step side, ziebarled, · Heav:/ For Sale:_ Pure bred. seal poinl siarn 
dut1 suspension step and ton bumper. $4000 Kittens, six weeks old, Excellent di:trarter 
Cal 332-3988 After 5 p.m. 3/24 1sl1cs, very well mannered parenls (' 11 
_ 33.?_-8985 after 5:30 p.m. 4/ 11 • 
for Sa· te Velosolex 10 speed touring bike .24 hl1rdl• ~==:;::;:;:=;?'=;===~~::;;:;:=,;::::;:;==;::~ (!S_CQ,_$_7§ 436-2154or742-197J.:l/28 ' ' 
Beginner Ski Package. Skiis. Size 9 Boots, F_or Sale: 2 bucket seats·. black for a ToYGt, 
and poles only $20. Contact Larry al 868-9868 pick-up. Good for extra seats in a van l'rl .. 
from 9~ 31_ . negollable. Also an alpine designs ~:xp Pad! 
with t Lexan fillings) excellen[ cond11lon s.,o 
For Sale: 10 speed, 3-year old Motobecane 4C1a1I11 659-2356. Before JO p.m Keep lryina 
bicycle, suntour gears. In good shapei' needs 
some adjustments. Selhng out o bike- Bicycle--Men's 10 speed Royce Unum (lGtid 
ft!;obia. $100 or best offer. Call Naomi 659- Cond. New Freewheel, chain and rear llrt 
78. 3/28 $nl0001 _1.n~. 13a13rc1_ 742-6752 eves. Leave m•!ISilt 11 
1967 BMW Motorcycle, R-50, Earls front 
fork with bags windscreen. and cover. In lg)4Jawa 250 motorcvcle.facell('Tll rundltlon 
exceuent condition, 23,000 original miles. 3,000 miles. $450 Also, 14· fil){'r~l•s.• hoai 
Bike has just been tuned and has new tires. with 35 hp. Evinrude engine and 1ra1 
~1100.00 firm Call 749-3004 after 6 P .M. 4/4 Good running condilion. Ready for wat 
~caHPal 778-7847 even ings . :i,:11 
FOR SALE. AM FM CAR RADIO MOTOR- Honda CL 350 1972. Low milaµl' mint 
QLA $30. 659-5870 3/28 ~i51f:,i {~~-~v ~rdays 862-:12111 ll1'1'k 
His project • l,S 
MARQUIS 
continued from page 3 
Marquis attended school at the 
New Hampshire Technical Insti-
tute in Concord in 1972. He 
explained the reason for working 
on a job within a community · 
was because "I like talking to 
people. I like meeting as well 
as helping them." Marquis came 
to UNH full-time in January 1977. 
The BET program enables a 
student to apply the theory he 
learns in class to an industry 
situation, according to Assistant 
Dean of the College of Engineer-
ing and Physical Sciences Donald 
Melvin. 
Melvin said the program began 
four years ago in conjunction 
with part-time night courses at 
the technical institute in Concord. 
After completing two years there, 
students who want to go on for 
the BET degree can take their 
junior and senior years at UNH. 
This year has been the first for 
full-time students. Melvin said 
that students get 12 credits for 
their senior projects throughout 
both semesters, but these students 
do carry a 16 credit load. 
Students in the BET program 
must complete at least one major 
project in their final year. The 
projects should focus on engineer-
ing design or production, in 
accordance with the BET pur-
pose, said Melvin. 
During his project, Marquis 
found there is the danl!er of 
contracting hepatitis fro~ the ' 
diafysis machine. "You have to 
be careful that you don't get 
a scratch," Marquis said if the 
blood of someone with hepatitis 
on the dialysis machine mixed 
· with his, it could have caused 
Marquis to catch it. "Nobody had 
ERS SCUBA COURSES 
In Dover- Portsmouth 
"BEGINS: 1. Aprli 1U 
2. A;pril 16 
All equlpmerit supplied except 
mask, tins and snorkel 
Call: KeHh Callahan 
_ _A3t:76~ 
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kidneys 
hepatitis when I was there. They 
recommended that I wear plastic 
gloves. Of course I did," he said. 
Although this project ended 
last semester for Marquis, Miller 
said "Nashua will be putting his 
pro~edures to work." Continued 
study will follow Marquis 's 
report. 
to the Nashua Hospital staff when 
it is received, according to Dr. I 
Sidney Curelop; director of the 
dialysis unit at the hospital. 
" His work will be helpful to us. 
The report will be a big help 
The maintenance of our equip-
ment in good operating condition 
is of vital importance to our 
work and to the lives of our 






Your Fidelity Ur!on Field Associate can 
help plan your financial future with 
·CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's 
lea(ler in life ins·ur~.nce Tor college seniors. 
Find out about CollegeMaster. 
Cell the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster® 






ON ZION'S HILL NEWMARKET, N.H.. 03857 . 
(6()$t,659-632 l 
Fr idav and Saturday: 
Eric von Schmidt plus 
Driveway Wilson 
Sunday Roast Beef Dinner 4-7: 30 
ONLY$2.25 
. .c.-llo.ot.8-12 
... Coming Ma rch 28 and 29 
Lunch at the Dump String Band 
IT'S AN EASTER EGG HUNT 
IN THE 
ATTHE 
PUDDLE DOCK PUB 
Sunday at 3 p. m. & 7 p. m. 
WINNERS RECEIVE 







For Sale: 5 G78-15 Summer tires. Excellent 
condition. Only used 4 months. Ca ll 749-2539. 
For Sale: Honeywell Autostrobonar 882 with 
stroboeye and all other accessories. Best 
offer. CaU 749-2539. 4/11. 
For Sale: 4 month young Philipps 437 furn-
table with aud. tech cartndge. Min cond11Ion. 
Asking $90-- will ne.i;oliale. too good to pass 
up. Cali Pete at 868-9787 or 2-1592. 4/11 
for rent 
To sublet: One bedroom apt in Durham. 5 
min. walk to campus. $225(mo. Heat and hot 
water inc. Safety Deposit. Available im-
mediately. Call MaureenEvery 862-1200, af-
ter 4:30 868-5915. 4/4 
· 1 l3edroom - unf~nished apartment. w /w 
carpet heat and hot water, free was_her 
and dryer, fireplace with wood supphed. 
A very cosy apartment - $235.00 per month. 
Dover· 749-4636. 3/24. · . 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, York Beach, 
Maine, fireplace<! living room, $325/month. 
Available March I-June I. Also available 
78-79 Sept.-June. Call Nashua 889-7401 or 
882-6447. 3/24 . . 
Rent: Upstairs apartment. Sem1-furmshed 
all utilit ies in Durham 110/mo. Call 868-2583 
or 868-5612. 3/21 
2 br apt. to sublet. Main st. Newmkt; 
June thru August w/opt. for fall. Great 
location : hitchmg, K-Van, Stone Church. 
Good size rooms $230/mo. mcl. heal/hot 
waler. Call 659-5475. 4/7 
House for rent: Dover. 3BR ranch, u~furn-
ished all appliances. $225 Mo. & uhht1es, 
no pets, 742-4835 after 6:00 p.m. 4/7 . 
Darling apartment m Newmarket i:i1~ely 
furnished - 2 bedrooms, bathroom, hvmg-
room & kitchen. May 10-Sept. 2 mm. walk 
from Kari-Van stop. Rent 1s reasonable. 
Call for information - 659-2836. 4/7 __ _ 
SUMMER SUBLET: In Durhamhfurnished 
apt. 211-212, both for 190/mont mch,1des 
all utilities . Rent negotiable. Call 868-5881, 
ask for Carl in 206. 4/11 . 
Durham, Webster Hse. Apt. for two. ava il-
able to sublet May 14-Sept. 1. Indudes 
w/w carpet heat and hot water, k1tchen-
Jivingroom bedroom, furmshmgs _ava ilable, 
private en!rance and porch. Quiet Joe., I 
min. to UNH, $240/mo. Call 868-2451. 4/11 
APT FOR RENT: Olde Madbury apts. 
Dover. 2 bdrm, I bath, furnished . Would 
like to sublet over the summer and then 
have the lease taken over for the next 
academic year . Call 749-2539. 4/11 
Summer Sublet - June-Aug. corner Madbury 
and Garrison Aves. 5 min . walk to T-Hall, 
Bdrm, liv/kit, bath, porch, yard, parking. 
Call 868-5729. 4/4 · 
services 
Soft or Hard Contact lens fitting available at 
a sensible fee structure. Contacl Dr. Edward 
Godnig, Optometrist. 431-4088 4/4 
TYPING : Letter~ Resumes, Theses. 20 
years experience. ,.;all 749-2692. 3/31 
Winnie the Pooh Nursery School now accep-
ting registrations for Sept. 1978. School ac-
crediteil by the.State. In op«!ration 13 year~. 
Qualified experienced staff. Offers trad1-
llonal, structured program combined with 
individual attention and Open Concept Edu-
cation. Contact Mrs. Shorey, Newmarket 
659-3320 4/ 4 
REPAIR WORK: Chairs, Cane, Fibre, Splin-
Call 749-2692. 3/31 
TYPiNG of theses, resumes, reports; car= 
respondence, on IBM Correcting Selectric, 
choice of style/pitch, by experienced busi-
ness teacher/secretary. Fast, efficient, 
reasonable, dependable. Call Diana Schuman 
University Secretarial Associates, 742-4858. 
1ml . -
Need a room starting April fsi - preferably in 
Durham. Contact Valerie Gamache at 524-
3211 (I'll be paged) or if ~fter 4:00, a t ext. 
323, room 214. Call collect i necessary. 3/28 
Typing: letters/ resumes theses. 20 years 
experience. Cal 749-2692. •/ 28 
Repair Work: Chairs, cane, fibre, splin. 
can 749-2692. 4/28 
TYPING : Experienced typists in need of 
extra money. Will type papers, reports or 
term papers, quickly and accurately. Only 
$.60 per page. Call Donna or Vicki - Stoke 
2-1135. 4/_ll 
help wanted 
Phone from home to service our customers. 
Super earnings! Choose your own hours. 742-
2~ 3/3.1. . -- ~--
WANTED: Student for Jive in mothers-
helper position. Private room Board/or 
salary to be arranged. On Kari-Van Route. 
Call Portsmouth 436-5120 for information. 
~/31 
*GALS* If you want to enter a glamorous 
money making career, look into this. A $49.95 
investment alfows you to go into business for 
yourself part-lime without interfering with 
school activities. Major midwestern · 
cosmetic manufacturer introducing produc-
ts in New England for the first time. Honest 
opportunity to enjoy your work in a truly ex-
cellent and different cosmetic iine to others. 
The training is free and consultants average 
$8.00 _per nour plus . "MARJ'O FINE 
COSMETICS" is a prestige, higher class 
cosmetic distributer and apphcation is made 
with intent to develop growth of companr 
with sincere persons of high integrity. We'd 
like to hear from you. For further infor-
mation telephone 617-363-2637 between 7&9 
P.M. 3/28 i 
11,)f 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY. Students. 
The Biking Expedition seeks _counselors to 
lead teenage bicycle trips (his summer m 
the U.S. and Canada. THE BIKING EX-
PEDITION. P.O. Box 547, Henniker. N.H. 
03242 603-428· 7500~ I _ 
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English conversa-
tion. No exp«!rience, degree, or Japanese re-
quired. Send long stamped, selfaddressed 
envelope for details. Japan-322, 411 W. Cen-
ter. Centralia, WA 985314/28 
Ladies - atlracti·v~e-=::&=n~ea"""tc'--~07"See:c=°"'_ Thi':!-'-r'-'ou=.gnh';-;" · 
Tops 3.50 per/ hour plus tips. Back-AFT-
Tavern, Kittery, Me. Call 43!}-2920 mornings 
for appt. 3/24. 
Permanent full-lime position ava ilable for 
mature person to care for 212 year old 
in my home in Barrington. Liglit house-
keeping duties . Hours approx. 8 am to 3 pm 
weelcdays. Working conditions pleasant and 
flexible in terms of vacation nours, other 
children, etc. Salary negotiable. References 
ple,ise. Call 664-2207 after 5 pm or write 
P. W. Trufant, RFD 2, Barrington, N.H. 
03825. 3/31 ---
Looking for someone who has traveled in 
Europe, Africa, and the East. I need in-
formation and tips on traveling lo these 
places, and customs, etc .. So please call if 
vou can help. Call 2-1909 or 868-9684. Ask 
1 - David rm 211. 3/28 
lost & found 
Missing from Madbury Road area small 
golden and white marked female puppy. 
Has shaved abdomen from recent operation. 
Answers lo name of Queenie. Reward offered. 
Call 868-5888 any time. 3/24 
Lost: Green beret and silver pear-shaped 
slick pin. Stick pin has sentimental value. 
Lost m downtown Durham or in car I see 
personals! Reward - call Mary at 868-9817 or 
2-1713. 3/ 24 
wanted 
Wanted to Rent: 3 UNH college grads seek 
house on farm lo rent in Strafford County 
area. Non-smokers. responsible references 
available. Call after 5:30 868-2790. 3/28 
Collector would like to buy any or all 
of Bob Dylan•s 45 RPM's. Will offer good 
bucks. Please call Donna 868-5714 after 5 
.m. 4/7 
Desired: House for responsible UNH summer 
students. Prefer country setting with garden 
area for May 15 ; 3 or 4 bedrooms, w1thm 
20 minutes of campus. Call Chris or Baker 
749-2979 evenin s. 3/31 
Wanted: Two quiet responsible srs need a 
small house or 2 bdrm apt. in Durham area. 
!Around $300). Can piclc up rent in June 
or next fall. Please call 659-2356 or 778-7228 
ask for Rich. Before 10 .m. 4/1 t 
WANTED : Pre-1970 Barracuda with auto-
matic transmission, decent body, reasonable 
price. Call Mark 659-3494. 3/ 24 
-----.. 
3 Female UNH graduates seek Summer 
House- Sitting position in Durham/Por-
tsmouthlSJwe areas. Please call 659-2612. 
3{31 __ 
roommates 
Apartment roommate needed in central lo· 
cation in Dover, on K-Van route. off street 
parking no security deposit to lease or 
sublease. Lots of sun. Cal l Nancy 745-5338. 
3/21 
Housemate needed immediately I pref. 
female) lo share with I female and 2 males , 
4 bedroom laundry fireplace, woodstove. 
Share rent' ,md utdities through May 30. 
~7385,!, . .,,3.:.,/28"'-._ ________ _ 
personals 
Spring has sprung. Need some cleaning 
done? Will clean anything and everything. 
Years of experience my parents raised me 
right. Call Beth at 2·1055 or 86l!·9712. 3/28 
Desperate-Ride needed to New York City-
New Jersey area this Friday-Return Sunday 
Expenses and driving gladly shared. Plrase 
ca ll Bruce rm . 310 at 868-9715 or 2-1636. 3/24 
Business Majors interested in advertising. 
Gain excellent experience while earning 
money at the same time. Advertising jobs 
available al the New Hampshire. Come 
Ln~dapply2-3:30T-TH, I0-12a.m. M-W.3/2_! 
Portsmouth: live there? Male freshman 
Biochem !Nutrition! major? Commute? 
Picked up 2 female hitch hikers 3/3? Fine' 
a green beret and stickpin in friends car? 
Reward.868-9817Mar .3/3 ___ _ 
HEY ALL YOU ROOF-TOP DRINKERS OUT 
THERE. Thanks for a super St. Patrick; 
Day! Maybe we will meel agai n some time 
on the same roof?! But next time let's 
change the COL,Q!l. 3/24 
Blue Eyes • Hapl'y spring and when are 
we escaping? Here s !_o Mich,ga!!.:...Wad. 3/14_ 
Dave and Scott: What do you need? What 
do you mean? Too many martinis make for 
a short evening. If there·s a next lime. we"II 
try Gin and Tonics. Thanks for a really 
nice evening ... Who said passing out is alot 
of fun~3/24 
Sharon: HAPPY BIRTHDAY. la little early) 
. J .3/28 
Scorp·s will be hurt in" tonight! _You jivin' 
chicks will have everyone headmg to the 
SUPER DISCO PAR'l'Y in Randall 315. 
Go Nuts! Hope some Pucks make the scene 
!without TFB of course!. Are you rentmg 
a second home for Andrea?! See ya -
Puckelles. 3/2=4~-------c-
Attention Runners & Joggers! Horty Hil 
Fun-Run 2.8 miles . Sat. March 25th 10:00 
a.m. Meet in A-Lot across from Field House. 
Course Record: George JuniorI3: 47. 3/24 
G.M - Didn"t T tell ?ou what a sober 
expe ·ience Florida was. Who was the one 
gn,· .~ nuts at Beta? Huh'? G.M. 3/24 
', ,. the Hunter Hallsillers. God Love Ya 
Bv Jesus! From the arrival of Frankenstein 
race to your electronic wizardry we appre-
ciate it all; your compass10nate bucket-
holding and your 4 A.M. moons. Love, 
··_your fannies' . 3/28 __ _ _ _ 
EUROPE-Less than 1, Economy Fare 
Guaranteed Reservations. Call toil Cree 800-
32:,-4867 or see your travel agent UmTravel · 
Charters. 4/28 _ . 
To Elle1i-llAPPY ~lfITHDAY, Love Ken . 
A.-E.S. InternatTonafDesserts, Dover HS, 2:00. 
Anyone interested in getting together & 
helping Dover·s AF'S cTub, please contact 
mf: R~g_illett, 868-5546. 3/2_4___ _ 
~~~~r Tiah~\ y~~e~or J~~~nt~~~;:u~~~;, 
you sa id . Gar:y,_ 3fll!~ 
"Want to spend this su._m_m_ e_r _s-a"'"'il~in-g,....,,th-e 
Caribbean? The pacific? Europe? Cruising 
other parts of the world aboard sailing or 
power rachts? Boat owners need crews!Tor 
free information, send a 13 cent stamp to 
SKOKO, Bos 20855, Houston, Texas 77025" 
4/4 --~-.- -
Campus copy of Durham thanks you for 
your patronage and hopes that we can 
continue servmg your needs with fast and 
efficient service. Open 9-5. M-F, 47 Mam 
fil. 868-2450. 3/24 _ -- _ 
Tom. how was the breakfast? Once is not 
cnoug_h but twice 1sJ_3/2i__ 
Beth (AZ) - I'm so psyched for the 1511) . 
We didn't have to shop a round for P .D.D. s 
after all. Is the room still negotiable??? 
Love_ya LPJe!!ru,_Pat. 3{M____ -. __ 
Nancy . Beware. Hell Week is commg and 
so is your gj_ft. -M~QO- 3}24 ··-- _ ~ 
Play it Again :·RETURN TO CASABLANCA"" 
tickets are still avai lable for Friday !\larch 
:ll and Sat. April I Gourmet Dinner 
sponsored by the UNH Hotel students. 
·1 ickets can be purchased at the ticket 
olfi ce in the MUB, between l0am-4pm 
Monday through Friday. Tickets must be 
p,cke<!!J.P by T_!J_escjaY,_M!!_rch 2_1l. 3/28 
For Sale: Commuter meal ticket. Partially 
used . a bargain. Call Pat or Nancy 868-2516 
:!/22 
FrankToto.Dave Irish . & Stu Damon- We 
sailed a far from Spaulding to the Mub · a 
weary three were we! Met to no avail one 
stronl! & mighty men would you ass1sl us 
threeT Can U Canoe? Signed HEM JAW BAD 
? /?? 
Attention faculty and staff! The class of 1982 
wants to talk with you! Meet informally with 
them at Freshman Camp this fall. They need 
your_ help and information. You· 11 soon be 
not1f1ed m a letter from us ?ivi1/!. more 
i:,~j!~a¾~pe to hear from you. F. . Coun-
Alt: Let.. forget tho games and enjoy 
tho future. If you,6 like to argue, l,ln 
,l;iame//. Let.. get together some night and 
do the ..Ricco Rumble// 324 
NaUonal Gay Blue Jeans Day(Aprll H. All 
people supportive of Gay losues will wear 
blue jeans on this day. n 1 
Dear Steve, How,6 you ever get In that con[ 
dJtlon? Hope we can make it out some 
night for a few been before the year la 
over. Hope to see you soon again. 
324 
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• comics 
On Campus 
THAT<J/1~ .Yol'IN &c·n-1E 
$1Rcl-lE~ W• TH "iHE RIGHT 
AF.£ ~IGKT.+ 1tt1S IS WMl:L 
fLA'l'1NG ALL'l'OcJRfAVOR1TES, 
/\SSE.Uc.TO 1>'1' otJR Gov'NER. 
Underlings 
1,Jf'OE 60T CAl.LEfl. if'f o,-l 
THE LI/IE WITH WHAT (,J/a...L 
llE THE 9ai.l> ScJ66EH10N 
fOR TH( /IAMe OF ovlt Nf:W 
/tll>&rf:tll)tNT ST/lTE. GO 
f\t-lEAD ~'!, ,'HE (,OV'NER IS 
1...l!-TENIM6 /II, 
by Bob Finegold 
by K. Brown 
Lax1nen Connally visits New Hampshire 
open season 
LACROSSE 
continue from page 16 
"We have a strong senior and 
sophomore class," said Young. 
"We're strong in goal and we 
have a good group of juniors and 
freshmen." 
Leading the stickmen will be 
tri-captains John Bryan, Paul 
Miller, and Ralph Baugher. 
"Linus Sheehan will be in the 
n~ts for us," said Young. ''I'm 
trying to convert goalie Dave 
Daniels to a midfielder. Last year 
they (Sheehan and Daniels) split 
the goaltending and I decided to 
go with just one goalie. 
Sheehan earned All-American 
honors last year for the Wildcats. 
Daniels is a former high school 
-All-American. 
The Cats finished last year in 
third place in New England with 
a 7-3 record. 
There are two new additions 
t() the Wildcats' roster. The season 
opener will be at Hofstra next 
Wednesday and Harvard, which 
replaces Holy Cross, is also a 
new foe. 
CONNALLY 
continued from page 1 
nor's council meeting held in New 
Hampshire. 
Connally explained he was 
visiting New Hampshire to 
"speak to the Republicans in the 
state." 
"What Republicans need to do 
is control the legislative bodies. 
I'm trying to encourage young 
people to get involw~d and run for 
offices," said Connally. 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson in-
troduced Connally at the dinner 
and urged the Republi""" "ttPn-
dants to "rise to the _opportunity 
before us and create a party that 
serves America." 
Connally then praised Thomson 
for the "influence. courage, and 
clarity of his convictions." 
"I wish we had more llKe him 
(Thomson) in the Congress of the 
Umteu -,,au::;:,. vve neeo men 01 ms 
courage and caliber," said Con-
nally. 
Connally attacked the 
Democratic party and blamed it 
for many of the problems the 
United States faces today. 
"The Republicans maintained 
power for over half a century, un-
UnivefsityTheater . 
ti! 1920 when we became fat and 
lazy." said Connally. 
According to Connally, the 
United States declined under 
Franklin Roosevelt and the 
Democrats' optimistic promises 
that they could not keep. 
"The United States must 
assume a role of leadership for 
the free world. At times when we 
have been needed most, the 
Democrats have retreated," said 
Connally. 
He sooke of the predominantly 
Democratic desire to withrlr::iw 
U.S. troops from abroad in the 
early 1970s and the Panama 
Canal issue today. 
Terming the canal treaties a 
"grave mistake" Connally said, 
"if we really wanted to give it 
away, we would not wait 20 years 
and spend two billion dollars 
doing it." 
Connally also blamed the coun-
try's energy problems on the 
Democrats claiming they have 
inhibited adequate planning for 
the future. 
He criticized-President Jimmy 
Carter's energy policy since it 
urges people to conserve energy 
but does not provide any answers 
to the nations energy problems. 
"Nuclear energy w111 hurt the 
oil industry in Texas, but that's 
fme. We need to t>e hurt. We can·t 
supply oil to all the United State~. 
We import 50 percent of our 011 
now," said Connally. 
Further attacl<ing thP 
Democratic party, Connally said 
the have ·redefined the three 
R's' · to mean "retrenchment, 
resignation, and regulation." 
Rallying for Republicans, Con-
nally said the G.O.P. not only 
stands for "Grand Old Party" ut 
also "Growth, Opportunity, and 
Progress." 
Connally urged all Republicans 
in the state to work for their can-
didates who are running in elec-
tions this year--particularly 
Thomson. 
"You owe it to them to support 
their campaigns. They are doing 
you a favor with their honest, 
courageous leadership," said 
Connally. 
"What the Republicans need to 
do is control the legislative 
bodies. The Democrats have con-
trolled the Congress for 40 to 45 
years. Nothing is more deadly 
than one party in control. The 
Republicans can show respon-
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continued from page 1 
though I haven't seen many good 
new ideas in sociology in a long 
(,-ie. 
"The second is that they just 
don't want to change and the 
·third is because of Affirmative 
action. They have to hire more 
women and minorities. 
"I'm doing a better job now 
than I've ever done before," said 
Dewey. "And as for new ideas, 
I'm not particularly impre~sed 
with the kind of research soc10lo-
gists have done in the last 50 
years." 
Another teacher who is being 
forced to retire is English profes-
sor Lewis Goffe. 
"If 65 were not the compulsory 
age I wouldn't retire," said Gof-
fe ~ho will teach next year. "If I 
did retire I'd have to find some-
thing else' to do because of finan-
cial reasons. . 
"Some people are ready to 
retire at my age, but I think I'm 
at the peak of my teaching 
career. In a profession like this, 





continued from page 3 
said Anti-Pollution League 
(SAPL) spokesman Dick Le~is. 
"That kind of thermal pollut10n 
could harm marine life signifi-
cantly," he said. . 
"The harm to the environment 
would be minimal," McKinney 
said. "At the surface of the water, 
the temperature would only be 
four degrees warmer. 
"We hope that the hearings 
don't interrupt the schedule of 
the plant completion (slated for 
1984),'' McKinney said. 
He estimated it would cost $15 
million a month to halt construc-
tion at the site. "The consumer 
will ultimately pay the price," 
he said. . 
McKinney said the coolmg 
tunnels were an alternative to 
a proposed system which is more 
expensive and poses a larger 
threat to the environment. 
"The towers would be 1,000 
feet high and would sen? up huge 
plumes of stea~ w~1ch_ could 
coat highways with ice m cold 
weather," he said. . 
Backus said the June 5 hearmg 
will "involve cross-examination 
of EPA testimony by both parties 
involved." 
"SAPL and the Audobon Society 
will support the idea that the 
nuclear plant should not be built 
at the site," Backus said. 
N-0-W 
FRI&SAT 7:20&9:40 
EVENINGS 6:50 & 9:00, 
$1.00MATS . . 
SAT&SUN 1:45 
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Fontus ignited the Wildcats on the ice ·wilderness 
Workshop FONTAS continued from page 16 
ting for all the Wildcat players, 
but especially for Fontas. His 
role as captain came about when 
star defenseman Rod Langway, 
who would have been captain, de-
cided to leave school and.turn pro 
with the Birmingham Bulls of the 
World Hockey Association 
(WHA). 
. "A lot of people expected it to 
be a rebuilding year," said Fon-
tas, who was captain of his Lex-
ington High School team. "That 
got me down. I didn't like that, 
and I didn't want that. I know the 
other seniors (Gary Burns, Mark 
Evans and Bob Blood) didn't 
either. We wanted to go out on a 
good note." 
Following the 7-6 overtime loss 
to Dartmouth in the last Blue-
Green Tournament in late 
December, Fontas sat down with 
Holt and had a good, long talk. 
When it was over, so was the dis-
appointment. 
"The talk gave me a new sense 
of direction," said the wavy 
haired senior. "It helped me out a 
lot and it showed in the second 
half." 
It showed not only to Fontas 
and the team, but it showed to 
everyone who watched a UNH 
game this year. 
"He was playing with more 
confidence," related Gould. "The 
bounces were going his way, 
everything was going right. I 
guess maybe it was because the 
seriousness was taken away. 
Fonz started to play with more 
fun and enjoyment.'' 
"Jon's a very easy going type 
of guv." said Sue Sumdstrom, 
Fontas' girlfriend of three years. · 
"That is, until you get to know 
him. 
"Around new people, though, 
he's pretty quiet. Or even before 
a game - even the BU game 
(quarterfinal playoff game). He 
wai: complPtply normal. joking 
with people and things like that. 
"When he was discouraged at 
the beginning of the season, he 
would talk about it. You could see 
his frustration in the way he 
played. Finally, he just dropped 
the subject and went out there 
and played his best. " 
'The other guys can 
get the team 
psyched in the 
dressing room, 
Fonz did it 
on the ice.' 
· In Fontas's words, "The breaks 
just started coming at tne ngnt 
time." However, it was more 
than that. Faced with the dreary 
outlook of spending playoff time 
at his college home in 
Newmarket, Fontas ignited the 
team the only way he knew how--
on the ice. 
"I felt that was the only way," 
said Gould. "He had to do it on 
the ice. The other guys can get 
the team psyched in the dressing 
room, Fonz did it on the ice." 
And when he did it on the ice; he 
did it with speed. 
"He would get that puck and he 
was gone," said Gould. "It was so 
hard for me to catch up with him. 
I'd be busting myself to just get 
back in the play." 
But now tne season is over. 
Fontas will not have to dig deep 
within himself to find that little 
extra for one more rush down the 
ice . Instead of working up a 
sweat in a three hour practice at 
Snively Arena, he works among a 
pile of books at the library. 
His immediate plan is to 
graduate and get his degree in 
physical education with a teacher 
certification. But teaching 
doesn't seem to be as much on his 
mind as the possibility of playing 
pro hockey. · 
.·. !'ct' liKe tu try out 
somewhere,'' he said, iri a tone 
which implies , "I really don't 
care where, just anywhere.'' 
"I wasn't drafted because I 
hrokP_ mv ankle in mv draft vear 
(Freshman year) and missed 
twenty games. 1 tnmk l 'm on the 
New York Rangers negotiation 
list, but I'm also looking at the 
WHA. I've been talking to a scout 
from the Whalers, but nothing af-
firmative has come out yet. I 
won't know until their (the 
Whalers') season is over." 
It wouldn't be unusual for Fon-
tas to be on a few more lists 
either. As a senior in high school, 
Fontas was recruited heavily by 
Merrimack (Division II) and 
Boston University. Instead, Fon-
tas went to Choate Prep School in 
Connecticut. It was there that 
Fontas came to the attention of 
Brown, Yale, Pennsylvania, the 
University of Vermont.and UNH. 
But, Fontas opted for UNH. 
"I was sold on the place. It was 
an ideal location, an ideal cam-
pus - I didn't want the big city. 
And it had what I wanted, 
physical education and Division 
I." 
So now Jon Fontas has had his 
four years of Division I hockey 
and Jon Fontas is finishing his 
education. But what would hap-
pen should Jon Fontas not make 
the pros? Or if he doesn't go into 
teaching? 
The Fonz has the answer, and 
he 's had it for years in Box-
bourough, Mass. at the Sheraton 
Motel. 
"My brother and I run the Sher-
aton Health and Recreation Club 
down there.'' Though most people 
might picture it as a YMCA, it is 
anything but. 
''Well," he began in a humble 
tone, "it has the health spa, a 
driving range , in and outdoor 
tennis courts and a downhill ski 
area for novices." 
~nough·t Hardly. 
"We also have plans for a golf 
course to go in. " 
'l'h1101bs uo for the Fonz. 
:::iA.._ 
Summer college courses in literature and an-
thropology conducted in wilderness settings in 
the Adirondack Mountains on the relations of 
man with the natural world. June 10-25: 
Man and Nature Seminar (6 credits) . July 
31-August 8: Adirondack Workshop (3 
credits). August 11-20: Adirondack Workshop 
(3 credits). 
Graduate and Undergraduate credit. 
For further information write: 
Wilderness Workshop, Morey Hall 
SUNY College at Potsdam, Potsdam N.Y. 
oo.s Ct..o~ 






. 1 THE PLACE FOR CLOGS 
RED'S~:~~~ 
BROADWAY WEEKDAYS 
9:30 • 9 
SAT. 
9 • 5:30 
DOVER 
ROOM DRAW '78 
APPLICATIONS FOR ON-CAMPUS HOUSING FOR 
SEMESTER I 1978-79 WILL BE ACCEPTED IN THE OFFICE 
OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE STOKE HALL. STUDENTS 
CURRENTLY LIVING IN UNH RESIDENCE HALLS ARE 
ASKED TO APPLY IN THE ORDER OF THE BEGINNING 
LETTER OF THEIR LAST NAME. 
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS ONLY: 
MARCH 27 - MONDAY - 8:30 - 4:00 
MARCH 28 - TUESDAY - 8:30 - 4:00 
MARCH 29 - WEDNESDAY - 8: 30 - 4~00 
LAST NAME BEGINS WITH 
LAST NAME BEGINS WITH 
LAST NAME BEGINS WITH 
MARCH 30 - THURSDAY - 8:30 - 4~00 LAST NAME BEGINS WITH 
DUE TO THE HIGH DEMAND FOR ON-CAMPUS HOUSING 
APPL/CA TIO NS FROM OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS CANNOT BE 
ACCEPTED 
A $50 APPLICATION FEE 
MUST BE PAID WHEN YOU APPLY 
STUDENTS SHOULD ENTER THROUGH THE FRONT DOOR OF STOKE 
AS PICTURES WILL BET AKEN FOR NEXT YEAR'S MEAL TICKET 
IN ROOM 103L. 
A-E 
F K 
L - Q 
R - Z 
PAGE SIXTEEN 
Stickmen prepping 
for season opener 
~G~ryM~s ~ll . 
If you thought you had it bad, Young has good reason to be 
consider the UNH men's lacrosse optimistic, despite losing last 
team. It had four practices and year's two leading scorers--attack-
two scrimmages cancelled by the · men Roger Ridell, and Ed 
weather, it can't practice on a Richardson. Also lost to gradua-
field because of the snow that tion were attackmen Bob Stevenson, 
is left, and its coach tore his Cy Leach, and Midfielder Steve 
achille's tendon last Thursday Miller. 
in a basketball game. 
Despite all the pre-season prob- LACROSSE, page 14 
]ems, coach Art Young is looking 
forward to the upcoming season. 
"We're looking to be one of the 
contenders for the New England 
Championships as well as receiv-
ing national recognition," he said. 
The Wildcats were ranked in 
the top 20 nationally last year 
and were rated fifth in New 
England in a pre-season coaches 
s~'L'tts scene 
,,, 
Cox named All-American . 
UNH junior Ra~p~ Cox was named All-American Tuesday night 
at the_ Bosto~ G~1d1ro!1 Club's al!nual hockey night in Cambridge. 
Cox 1s UNH s fifth highest all-time scorer and was second in the 
ECAC last year with 31 goals and 39 assists. 
Brown goalie Mike Laycock, Cornell defenseman Pete Shier 
Clarkson defenseman Bill Blackwood, Cornell forward Lance 
Neth~ry an_d Boston College forward J~ Mullen join Cox, who is 
the sixth Wlldc~t to be named All-American in the last five years. 
BU downs Wisconsin 
. Bosto_n Uni".'ersity d~feated defending Division I hockey cham-
p10n W1sconsm last. mght, 5-2, in the semi-finals of the NCAA 
hockey tournament at the Providence Civic Center. . 
The Terriers , w~o defeated_ Providence Sunday in a special 
playoff game to gam entrance mto the tourney, will meet the win-
ner of tonight's other semi-final game between ECAC champ 
1 Boston College and Bowling Green. 
. The Championship game will be played Saturday night in Pro-
vidence. 
BU, now 29-2 over~ll, broke a 1-1 tie with two second-period 
g~as a_nd_ added two msurance scores by Mark Fidler and Dave 
Silk w1thm 36 seconds of each other in the third period to put the 
,g::,mp ::l W::l,Y _... 
~-sport star Sanborn 
displnys many talents 
By Nancy Maculiewicz 
Unrecruited a nd unknown 
when she came to Durham in 
1975, Kathy Sanborn has proven 
herself to be one of the most 
valuable and versatile athletes to 
play at UNH in a long while. 
Jean Rilling , UNH's field 
hockey and lacrosse coach, has 
seen hundred of athletes in over a 
decade of coaching at UNH. "In 
all the years I've been at UNH, 
Kathy Sanborn is the most talen-
ted all around athlete I've 
known," said Rilling. 
The women's field hockey , 
. basketha 11 and lacrosse te::i ms 
have benefited from the services 
of the 20-year-old junior: sanborn 
enrolled at UNH, the only school 
she applied to, to pursue a career 
in physical education - and to 
play sports . 
" I was like a walk-on," said 
Sanborn. " I tried out for the field 
hockey and made the team. ·1 tried 
out for basketball and made it. " 
Before she met Rilling, San-
born had never played lacrosse. 
" Mrs . Rilling talked me into 
it (playing lacrosse ). She taught 
me the skills." 
Sanborn described the sport as 
" free. " "You just do your own 
thing. A lot of it comes from 
vou " 
• Whatever the abilities a suc-
cessful lacrosse player needs , 
Sanborn seems to have found 
them. "Kathy picks up skills in 
no time," said Rilling . " She 
brought her moves from basket-
ball and learned to use them in 
lacrosse. " 
Learning the skills and 
strategies of lacrosse didn 't in-
terfere with Sant ffn 's varsity 
debut as a freshman, and last 
year she was comfortable enough 
with the sport to lead the team in 
scoring. 
Sanborn 's leadership was 
especially evident during the 
recent basketball season. Cap-
tain ,,f UNH's most successrur 
women's hoop teaip (13-4) , she 
directed the young squad to· a 
sixth-seeded position in the 
Regional Tournament. 
"Winning felt really good," she 
said of the season. "We . beat 
some big teams like BU and Nor-
theastern , and we came close to 
UlY!ass. We played good team 
ball this season. " 
Basketball coach Cecelia 
DeMarco, in her first coaching 
position at UNH, described San-
born as "a fine on court leader." 
Women 's Sports Information 
Director Mary-Leslie Ullman , 
who has seen Sanborn on the 
hockey field and the basketball 
court, · said, "Kathy Sanborn is 
,eally one of the most solid 
players I've ever seen. She's a 
playmaker and she can take 
leadership. You're never worried 
.hat she'll have an off day." 
Whatever game she's playing, 
Sanborn always makes an im-
pression. "You just can't miss 
her on the field," said Rilling. 
" Not that she's flashy. She's just 
so highly skilled. " And that skill 
le_vel is just " blossomi_ng" accor-
ding to DeMarco. "She gets more 
and more·sk[]]ed every day." 
Sanborn says she doesn 't feel 
pressurecffo put out a sensational 
game ever time. "I try to be con-
sistent," she said, "but every 
season I have my good games 
and my bad ones. " 
Sometimes she wishes she were 
ta1ler than her 5'2". "Height is a 
definite advantage ln basketball. 
The guards at Southern Connec-
ticut were 5'9" she safd. with a ' 
wide-eyed expresssion. · 
Rilling cites three particular 
talents that make Sanborn so 
successful and versatile. "An-
ticipation - she moves at the 
right time ; awareness of space 
- she knows where her team-
mates and opponents are; and 
speed in learning new talents -
one day you teach her a new skill 
and the next she's mastered it." 
Throughout high school at 
White Mountain Regional, San-
born played field hockey, 
basketball, and softball. She has 
coached junior high softball, and 
track and field and worked as a 
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Datilio resigns 
UNH women 's gymnastics coach Lou Datilio told The New 
Hampshire this week that he has resigned, effective immediate-
ly. -
Women's Athletic Director Gail Bigglestone would neither con-
firm nor deny the report. 
"I have resigned to start pre-school gymnastics in Durham," 
said Datilio. "I no longer have anything to do with the UNH gym-
nastics program. I have taken thr' program as far as I can take 
it." 
Datilio did not show up at his gymnastics classes Thursday 
morning and is not booked on the team's United Airlin~ flight to 
Seattle, where the team will be competing in the AIA W Nationals 
one week from today. 
The question of who is coaching the team remains officially 
unanswered. 
Seven team members, assistant coach Terry Skahan and 
Women's S~rts Information Director Mary-Leslie Ullman are 
booked for the flight Tuesday. Bigglestone will join the team 
Thursday. 
The Wildcats were ranked fourth in the east this year and are in 
the top 16 nationally. 
· Though the season has ended, 
memories of 'The Fonz' remain 
, By Lee Hunsaker 
February 23 is a day that many 
people may have already forgot-
ten. But what happened on 
February 23 might linger in a few 
people's thoughts. And if those 
people are hockey buffs at the 
University of New Hampshire, 
the picture is even more vivid. 
The specific memory covered a 
span of three hours. Though the 
setting and screenplay called for 
two teams of 20 each, coaches, 
press and fans , the main charac-
ter was a stout 5'10" , 170 pound 
figure who wore number 15 on his 
white and blue jersey, with a 
large "C" printed on his left 
shoulder. 
It was the last home game in 
the career of Jon Fontas, captain 
of the UNH Wildcats, a team that 
Charlie Holt called, " the best 
team I've ever coached. " 
At the time, Fontas was 
finishing off the peak of a person-
al scoring drive in which the cen-
terman tallied 12 goals in a three-
game, four-day span. 
Now, a month later, the sight of 
the fleet-footed senior breaking 
down the wing, cutting inside, 
and then sweeping a wrist shot 
across to the far side of the net for 
a goal lingers only as a memory. 
But it is a pleasant one. 
"I think that personally that 
streak was my most memorable 
moment, especially those three 
games," said Fontas. "For the 
Jonfontas 
team, I think it was the second 
half of this season when we 
played some excellent hockey 
and proved a lot of critics 
wrong." 
No matter how he talks about 
the season or his career, Fontas 
always reverts back to talking 
about the team. He's a team 
player, always was, and probably 
always will be. 
When ·he was ~~Qring in rapid-
fire succession against Providence 
(3), Clarkson (4) ~ind Colgate (5), 
membe.rs of the press joked that 
he never passed the puck . 
Although it was just a joke, they 
couldn't have been farther from 
the truth. On the season, Fontas 
tallied 31 times (tied for first in 
Division I), but he assisted 33 
times. ' 
"He's always been a team 
player, " said Bob Gould, ;Fon-
tas's 4rigbt wing. "He's a good 
passer that can set things up. · 
"Fonz (Fontas' nickname 
because of his sharp resemblance 
to Fonzie on T.V.'s " Happy 
Days") , is the kind of guy who 
can break things wide open," 
continued Gould. "He's also a 
good backchecker, but his whole 
game is the big breakaway, and 
that 's how coach played him. 
"He'll be UILOn the blue line, 
get a pass from the defense, then 
he's got the one-on-one." 
Early in the season when the 
Wildcats were battling with Cor-
nell and Colgate to stay out of the 
cellar, Fontas was ill at ease with 
himself, having to take a heavier 
burden, as any captain must. 
"The first part of the year, " 
said Fontas, "I didn't adjust like 
I should of, and I think it was 
showing. " 
_ Tne team_Fa~ sliding quic~ly 
out of the playoff scene with a 1-6-0 
record, five of the Ioss.'!s coming 
by 01:11)'. one goal. lt was fruslrat-
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UNH captain Jon Fontas, shown here giving a body block to an opposing dafanseman, was one 
of the main reasons why the Cats were · able to come back from a slow start and gain 
a playoff berth. (Tom Vartey photo) 
swimming instructor. Last sum-
mer she lifeguarded at UNH. In 
the summers she plays softball 
with a team in Portsmouth. Ad-
ded to the list are a few games 
she played for a men's soccer 
team during high school. 
Since 1975, the women's 
athletic program has expanded 
considerabiy. ''f thougfit it was 
improving_ when· I came here, " 
said Sanborn. "I wish I were a 
freshman now. " 
Sanborn says Women's Athletic 
Director Gail Bigglestone has 
been responsible for the better 
scheduling, recruiting , and 
scholarships. "I think Miss 
Bigglestone deserves credit. She 
works hard, and she always tries 
to make our games." 
Sanborn plays sports "just 
because I like them. I picked up 
skills all through high school and 
I'm always learning from the 
coaches here-they're top 
notch." 
When she leaves UNH, Sanborn 
hopes to find a job teaching 
physical education and coaching. 
The job outlook "doesn't look too 
good," she said. But coach 
DeMarco says, "She has a 
tremendous future. It's in-
dividuals like Kathy that get the 
jobs." 
